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EDITORIAL

AFTER RABIN - THE PERILS FOR
ANGLO-JEWRY
Eh:[:##::h:::n:::1-:it¥:;fi
News footage from Israeli television
including an amateur video of the murder tells its own story about the
continuing reverberations within
Israel. An astonishingly obtuse and offensive article by Julie Burchill in 7lfee
S##c7cz); rj.meg suggested that Jews
should stop breast-beating and accept
that assassinations are the commonplace of `civilised' societies. She

missed just about every point going.
Jews the world over are genuinely
shocked that a Jew could kill a Jewish
prime minister-and smile; deeply disturbed by the dire consequences of
abusive language, the `rhetoric of
hate'; and concerned almost to the

point of terror about the divisions
within Israeli - and Jewish - society.
And -pcrce Ms Burchill -rightly so.
The Chief Rabbi showed very considerable courage in expressing his
abhorrence at what was done in the
name of Judaism, in acknowledging
the deep divisions even within the Orthodox Jewish world and in expressing
feelings of guilt that those within the
Orthodox camp who are committed to
the Peace Process had not spoken out
more clearly and consistently. That
guilt should most certainly be shared
by the Progressive Jewish community
and its rabbis. Back in September 1995
the Israeli Ambassador in London held
a special briefing for Reform rabbis in
anticipation of the signing of Oslo 11.
He urged the rabbis to speak out on
behalf of the Peace Process. Such urging
should not have been necessary. We,
too, had not spoken out loudly enough
or frequently enough. Just because
something is axiomatic, self-evident -

to us - does not mean that it does not
need repeating again and again.
But we need to return to Chief Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks' acknowledgement of
guilt and his highly articulate and emotional speech at the memorial meeting
for Yitzhak Rabjn at the Royal Albert
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Hall. Sacks called for dialogue, for
mutual respect, for adherence to the
democratic process and almost all
amongst the thousands listening were
moved. But Sacks was, evidently,
speaking about relationships between
different strands of Orthodoxy, about
rabbis in favour of the Peace Process
and those against, about the divisions
within the `religious' community in
Israel. Yet his perception of what is
needed has a much broader application.
Those with even a modicum of
knowledge of Jewish texts have been
constantly reminded of the famous passage in the Talmud which suggests that
the destruction of the Temple was not
caused by war with Rome but rather by
the dissension, rifts and baseless hatreds
within the Jewish community of the
first century of the Common Era. Jew
against Jew; Jews maligning other
Jews in extravagant and wounding lan-

guage; Jews writing other Jews out of
the community of the legitimate, the
right, the justified and the worthy of
respect; Jews overriding democracy in
the name of religion - these are all
featuresoftheAnglo-Jewishcommunity
today. Notjust with regard to the Peace
Process but as between Orthodox, Progressive and secular. We may not stoop
to assassination but the s;.#a/ cfe;.#am,
the baseless hatred, the contempt are
remarkably similar. Sacks spoke of the
overriding importance of love, com-

passion and peace. But where are these
values as between Jew and Jew in Britain?

This is the fiftieth issue of MANNA,
for which the Editor is, he hopes, permitted two cheers. But only two cheers.
In the editorial in our first issue back in
the autumn of 1983, we referred to
intolerance within the Jewish community, to `one-eyed' vision and to our
desire for a community -and a journal
- in which party lines could be

transcended and in which people spoke
to each other and worked together for
the good of the community and society
as a whole.

Two cheers - and those muted - for
we have made no progress with that
vision at all. Indeed, if the Adler House
Beit Din's attempt to sabotage
Limmud, thankfully averted, and the
endless wranglings over Jewish Continuity are anything to go by, we have
regressed rather than progressed.
The Temple was destroyed because
Jew fought Jew. Prime Minister Rabin
was assassinated because Jew vilified
Jew and thought that there were higher
values than peace, love, tolerance, respect and individual human rights. We
do not believe that it is extravagant to
suggest that the very same `rhetoric of
hate', intolerance, one-eyed vision and
sheer lack of respect could destroy
Anglo-Jewry as well.
We have to create a democratic Jewish community in which the rights of
all Jews - Orthodox, Progressive and
secular - are scrupulously respected
by all on every occasion. We have to
create a community which is able to
share institutions like Jewish Continuity and recognise that all sections of
the community are, in their respective
ways, committed to the continuity of
Jewish life and Judaism. We have to
achieve sufficient maturity to give up
pretending to the outside world that,
unlike the Christian community, we are
a monolith. We have to find a way of
becoming a co-operative, pluralist
community, even if, out of deference
to one section of that community, we
have to use a word other than pluralist.
What the Chief Rabbi said at the
Albert Hall about the need for dialogue, mutual respect, the language of
understanding rather than hate and the
democratic process was right. But it is
not merely a prerequisite as between
Orthodox Jews in favour of the Peace
Process and`those against it. Is it too
much to hope that, with God's help, by
the hundredth issue of MANNA, the
leaders of Anglo-Jewry will have leant
the lessons of the tragedies, not just of
distant Jewish history but of our own

times I

WHYTHESEWOMEN

WON'T BREAKTHEIR CHAINS
Women who have a civil divorce but cannot obtain a gct-a religious divorce -from the Orthodox Beit Din and so cannot
remarry in synagogue have been growing impatient. But submission to any Orthodox Belt Din is, today, purely voluntary.
A `package I has been signalled but has still to be implemented. Wky do they not come to the Rof;orm Beit Din?
We asked journalist David Newton to investigate.

to a Christian wedding though,
RECENTLY
I WAS
INVITED
as a Jew,
I am not
naturally
versed in the intricacies of the
Christian tradition I knew that they
would need to have a priest, a few
hymns and at least a few references to
the Bible. None of these was present,
although Jesus was abundantly
mentioned. Friends of the couple took
the service, a rock and roll band played
Chuck Berry numbers at suitable
intervals and the vows consisted of

i`#::i,::e`oX.#?ingohi:danf;i.r:sepe;it:

David Newton
problem of updating an ancient belief
systemtomakeitfitinwiththesupposed
sexual equality of the twentieth century.
The recent vigil held by a group of
Orthodox women, classed as czgz/#o4
chained to their ex-husbands, spotlights
it more poignantly. Their status as
¢g##o/, chained wives, is rooted in
Deuteronomy 24: 1

"When a man hath taken a wife and

married her and it comes to pass that
he hath found some uncleanness in her:

then let him write a bill of divorcement
and give it in her hand and send her out
of his house."
The passage continues:
"And when she is departed out of
his house, she may go and be another
man's wife."
It is up to the husband to release his
wife. And if he refuses, she may not
marry another man. She becomes an
argr{"crA. If she decides to many again
civilly without a gef granted by her exhusband, any child she consequently
has will, according to Orthodox Judaism, be tarred with the stigma of a

Sandra Blackman, Adrienne Baker and other demonstrators at the October vigil.
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m¢mzer, the child of an adulterous union. This stigma will remain for ten
generations and, as "czmzerj.in can only
marry other unczmzerj.in, they are condemned to an extremely long period of
restricted coupling.
So it remains necessary for an Orthodox Jewish woman to be divorced
twice. Even if she is granted a civil
divorce in the British courts, without a
gez she will still be a chained wife in
the eyes of the Orthodox religious
courts. Should any rabbinic authority

be responsible for causing members of
the community to be trapped in a marriage long ended, without hope of
escape? Two years ago, Chief Rabbi
Dr. Jonathan Sacks sought to resolve
this cruel problem. By suggesting a
mandatory pre-nuptial agreement
(PNA), which would legally oblige a
husband to agree to a ge/ if the marriage subsequently ended in the divorce
court, Dr. Sacks finally offered hope to
the chained wives of this country. On
October 22nd 1993 he spoke of it as an
`historic adjustment' and a way to
`minimise pain and allow the partners

to make a fresh start' . With that, he left
a great many people holding their
breath in anticipation. Here, at last, was
a glimpse of freedom for many Jewish
women. But how long can anyone hold
their breath without being forced to
gasp for air? Two years later, Dr.
Sacks' staff had to witness fifty women
and some men chaining themselves together outside his office in the first
public protest against rabbinic law and
inaction. Soon after, a `package' of
solutions was announced but it remains
to be implemented.
For Refomi Jews, the entire situation seems easily avoidable. I spoke to

Rabbi Rodney Mariner, Convenor of
the Beit Din of the Reform Synagogues
of Great Britain, who explained how
Reform Judaism solves the problem.
"As always, the Belt Din of the RSGB
starts by asking what the Aa/cI4fecrfe is

on a particular issue and then considers
whether the law, in its present form,
reflects Judaism's intrinsic concern for

justice and compassion. In the case of
the a!gr/#afe, where a civil decree absolute has been granted, our Belt Din
would require that a ge/ be given and
received before any subsequent remarriage. In the first instance, every
endeavour would be made to obtain
the consent of both parties. But, if not,
then the Court would invoke the principle, `that which is sanctioned by the
Belt Din - in this case a marriage may be unsanctioned by it.' So the
Court would receive a gef jn the name
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of a woman who had refused, post decree absolute, to accept one and it
would issue a document in the case of
an obdurate husband that would allow
the former wife's remarriage.
"As for a Pre-Nuptial Agreement,

one already exists in the form of the
fefuba!%, which represents an agree-

ment on behalf of the husband to treat
his spouse in `a manner that befits a
Jewish husband'. We believe that this is
all that is necessary to allow the court to
act with both justice and compassion."
However, not all argrt#of choose to
avail themselves of the solution offered
by the RSGB Beit Din. Dr Adrienne
Baker, one of the main organisers of
the protest, headed a working party on
agz/#o/ set up under Dr. Sacks' recent
enquiry into women in Orthodoxy. It
was because of her research that Dr.
Baker was able to come into contact with
the women who took part in the vigil.
Dr Baker is not an ag##crfe herself
but she studied the subject as part of
her Ph.D. Assisting Adrienne in her
work are two North London women,
Gloria Proops and Sandra Blackman,
both of whom have had personal experience of being an ¢g!¢#afe. Gloria
Proops has finally been granted a gef
by her husband after a staggering
twenty years as a chained wife. The

publicity generated by their campaign
finally prompted him to relieve her
from what she called a `blighted life'. It
is the group's first major success so far.
The reasons a man refuses to grant a
ge/ vary. Sometimes he does not want
to pay the inevitable costs or, as in
Sandra Blackman's case, he may still
be in love. She said "My husband still
thinks we can remarry some day and,
by refusing the gef he thinks he has a
better chance." Sandra has been an
czgz/#a¢ now for six years. Whatever
the excuse, be it money or downright
nastiness, the prime reason that men do
not allow a religious divorce is, as Gloria Proops put it ". ..because they can. It
is a very patriarchal religion." The

power of men to control the status of
their wives has been a feature of traditional Judaism. The strength of
Gloria's beliefs has finally seen her
through a prolonged period of disquiet
and it stands as an example of devotion
to the Orthodox tradition. Listening to
Dr. Baker telling me about the distressed women who have written to her
and the torment they have suffered
only makes me more curious as to why
they choose to remain Orthodox. Not
all of them do stay. But what about
those who do? What can make someone remain in a situation that in some

cases is not only depressing but violent?
I asked Adrierme, Sandra and Gloria
whether their decision to remain Orthodox is down to a spiritual, godly fear.

Dr Baker explained that Orthodox
Judaism believes that the words in the
Torah come straight from God. To redefine the rules the way they believe
the Refomi Movement does is essentially to redefine the word of God. I
asked her whether she thought her recent vigil was calling for a redefinition
of the ngzf#a!fe status. She said: "We are

asking for a reinterpretation. The Reform Movement usually reintelprets
the rules but, additionally, tries to
change and update them." So does this
mean you are spiritually aware of the
importance of God's words? "I know
women who are purely concerned with
that element of Judaism but, for me, it
is not something I can analyse. It is a
mixture of spiritual and practical.
Gloria Proops, on the other hand,
told me that her reason for being Orthodox `has nothing to do with
spirituality'. Sandra felt that, although
she has not received hergef, she has no
real desire for it. She said: "I have no
intention of remanying at the moment,
so for me there is no advantage in
changing to the Reform. I am remaining with the United Synagogue to give
other czg##of some hope".
So is community pressure the greatest reason to stay Orthodox?
Dr. Baker: "Of course the community is extremely important. The Jewish

population in Great Britain is very
small so it is a warm feeling to know

you belong somewhere. When you
grow up in a group you want them to
respect you and your children. For me,
however, the United Synagogue represents a way to love your life. It gives
me a sense of purpose away from confusion. It's a very individual thing."
Gloria's response was very similar:
"It's about the way I'm thinking and

feeling right now that matters. And I
think and feel a part of the United Synagogue."
This leaves me with no fimi conclusion. There is no hard and steady
reason that applies to everyone in this
matter. Sandra stays because she has
no reason to go. Gloria and Adrienne
stay because it is simply what they
want to do.
As a final note, Sandra Blackman
and Gloria Proops would like any
chained wives, who are suffering in
silence, to contact them and discuss
their situation. Write to: 48 Avenue
Close, London NW8 6DA or 'phone
0171-722 39221
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BRINGING PEACE TO NAZARETH
the sunny streets of Nazareth
IWAS
with WALKING
Nebila, a dramatic-looking
THROUGH
woman with prominent eyes and black
frizzy hair, when a young man working
on the road straightened up and spoke
to her.
"Didn't I see you on TV a while
ago?"
She conceded he might have done.
"You were great," he said with a
grin.

She gave him a wave and we walked
on. Only then I realised that I'd under-

stood him so - amazingly - he must
have spoken to her in Hebrew. Arabs
working on Jewish roads I'm used to
but Jews working on Arab roads? Must
be a Russian.
My companion was smiling. "I got a
lot of reaction to that broadcast," she
said, "but it's extra nice when Jews

approve."
Yes, indeed, especially considering
its content. It was on a popular chatshow on Israel TV in which opposing
opinions are aired. On this occasion,
Nebila - Palestinian, feminist, educational activist - was set up against a
Jewish woman, who not only held that
all Arabs should be `transferred' but
that women were inferior to men.
I'd already heard from a neutral
source that Nebila had comprehensively wiped the floor with her
opponent. The reactions, mainly ap-

proving though some grudgingly so,
were still coming in.

4

Lyrme Reid Banks
This was my fiTst visit to Nazareth old, lower, Arab Nazareth, not new,
upper, Jewish Nazareth -at the invitation of the British Council. I'd been
asked to give a three-day workshop to
Arab educators wanting to write for
children. In Arabic, naturally. Not a
language I'm exactly at home in. In
fact I don't know more than two words
of it and certainly can't read it. So my
usual workshop technique -basically,
you-write-I-comment - would be impossible.

I ' d received a fax outlining what was
wanted. It was full of daunting things
like "Aims: to raise awareness of the
elements and processes of creative
writing for children" and, worse, "To
address the concerns and daily needs
of young Palestinian children." This
was a challenge I had felt unable to
refuse but I was nervous.
The course was held at the Al-Tafula
Centre for Early Leaming, located in a
shabby, underequipped, hard-to-find
building behind the Greek Orthodox
Church. Nebila and her colleague
Hanan, wife of the Deputy Mayor, had
started it, mainly for the benefit of kindergarten teachers and were running it
on a shoestring. The Israeli Ministry of
Education is not exactly noted for its

generosity toward the Arab sector. And
Arabs are not great contributors to
causes like this.

Around 400 children's books a year
are published in Hebrew. Most of what
is used by the Arab sector is imported
from Egypt and Iraq, supplemented by
translations - including from Hebrew.
There appear to be under a dozen
books in existence for Palestinian children by Palestinian writers.
They are cheaply produced and
those that address the profound issues
of Palestinian identity do so obliquely.
One for the very young tells a pictorial
story of a little bird caught in a storm
whose feathers are all blown off. (Oh,
dear .... ). As it lies naked and helpless,

a fearsome bird of prey swoops on it.
Then a lot of little coloured birds come
to its aid and deflect the predator, after
which each lends a feather to the naked
one and they all fly off together into
the sunset. Its message was so clear, I
wondered if the censor had ever seen it.
So there was definitely a need for
home-grown, grassroots material and I
thought my task might not be so hard.
There must be a great deal of unused
potential if I could only tap it, a deep
well of myth, legend and imagination
to draw on, apart from recent events ....
But I soon stumbled over a huge impediment.
Written and spoken Arabic are virtually two different languages. It's as
if all English books, including those

for the very young, had to be written in
Shakespearian, or biblical, or possibly
even Chaucerian, English. The problems of teaching reading under such
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circumstances, let alone of finding
story-books suitable for young children, are obvious. It's not only that it

takes years to lean to comprehend, it's
also that for Arabs, creative writing is
as much a matter of very good education as of natural storytelling talent.
About ten people, carefully selected
by Nebila and Hanan, were on the
course. There was only one brave man,
a published poet in his fifties. The
women - much younger - were a
mixed bag of kindergarten teachers,
librarians, poets and a children's illus-

trator who kept trying to hijack the
course away from writing to pictures. I
was almost tempted to`let her when I
discovered how deeply the group was
divided between the "1iteraries" and
the "colloquials". No discussion on
Palestinian nationalism or the Jewish-

Arab divide -Ijoked to myself-could
have given rise to more passion than
this dichotomy.
My scheme after the opening ses-

sion was to get them to identify what
makes a good children's story in any
language and then to focus on their
own Palestinian cultural totems and
markers. Another stumbling block..„
This turned out to be a real problem for
Palestinians who have been raised in
Israel. Since few of them have travelled, they are quite unclear as to what
particularises them and their culture. I
hoped some identifying features connected with everyday things like food,
clothing, homes, the landscape and culture would arise naturally. I was also
expecting references to their situation,
to the intifada, perhaps. But when they

got down to writing short pieces, the
second-hand material from other countries that they've long been thrown
back on, kept intruding.

I realised -Bofer /ov -that this was
a fairly obvious symptom of their situation. For years they were forbidden to
mention the word "Palestinian". They
were supposed to think of themselves
as Israeli Arabs. Now they were being
asked to identify themselves as Palestinians, to write stories for their
children, as Palestinians. But they
didn't know what that meant, exactly.
It wasn't so much that they were nervous or afraid to be themselves, not any
more. The trouble was - who were
they?
There was another difficulty, for
someone like me. They resisted fantasy.
I didn't understand this at the time. I

still romantically thought of them as
the people who had given the world
``The Arabian Nights" and told stories
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round the campfires. Yet their imaginations seemed stultified. To make
them think, creatively, for their children, in terms of magic and the
supernatural was like trying to prise
open an old, sealed door. They seemed
almost embarrassed by my suggestions, unable to think in such terms. It
wasn't until much later that I discov-

heard there was some writing on a hill
across the river and I wanted to see it.
"Oh,
the
writing!"
she
said

ered two things - that teachers at

get. Sad though it was, I had to accept

training college are advised not to encourage their pupils to be imaginative
``1est they lose touch with reality" and

it.

that all stories for children have to
carry a moral or a lesson. To write
stories for pure pleasure and entertainment is these days virtually unknown.
Well, we staggered through somehow. On the last day the students read
out their stories. Saud, the poet, read
his in musical tones. It went on for a
long time. In the end I asked who had
liked the story. There was a long silence, broken at last by a woman
saying, "It was very beautiful. Very
poetic. Just not at all suitable for children." Poor Saud. I felt it signified the

defeat of the "1iteraries" by the

"colloquials."

To provide a climax, I imported a
class of ten-year-olds with whom we
did an "instant play", followed by a
sort of rap, or ballad, sung by Saud,
with rousing choruses and clapping. It
seemed like a happy ending and, although I was dissatisfied, Nebila and
Hana evidently were not, because a

year later they asked me back.
Now, a relevant digression.
In the time between the two visits in September 1993 -I had been across
the Allenby Bridge to Jordan.
I've described this trip elsewhere but
basically it was about two things, the
peace initiative and my novel Bro4e#
Br;.dgc. In the latter, I used a real feature of the Israeli landscape, a /e/ at
Kibbutz Kfar Ruppin, entirely flctionalised
in
the
novel,
on
the
Jordan-facing side of which is inscribed, in white-painted stones, the
word "Peace" in Arabic.
I took it into my head that I wanted
to see this inscription from the Jordanian bank of the river. To look at `us'
from `their' perspective, literally. It
was my quixotic nod toward the need
for a change of viewpoint as a stepping-stone to peace.
So I found someone, a Quaker

woman, nice and neutral, to make the
trip across the Bridge with me. We
travelled up to Irbid in a British Council car with a Palestinian woman who
works for them in Amman. She asked
me what I was doing there. I said I'd

dismissively. "I've seen it." "What do

you think of it?" I asked. "Nothing. I
don't think anything of it. If the Jews
wanted peace, I would be back home
in Nablus by now." Well, that was the
opposing point of view I'd come to

Eventually after several bus rides I
saw the fe/, far away in the distance. I
walked down through the village I 'd so
often looked at from the other side and
wandered about and stared at the fc/
and its barely visible message for a
while. We enjoyed the hospitality of a
family near the bus stop and then
caught the next bus back to Amman.
From there I returned to Israel across
the Bridge.
I wrote my piece and it was published here. Shortly after that, I heard
from Pete - the nice British Council
man in Nazareth - that Al-Tafula,
Nebila and Hanan wanted me back for
another course.
One of my husband's watchwords is
"Never go back." He certainly said it

this time. "You got away with it -once.
But straddling the great divide between
Jews and Arabs in Israel is almost impossible. Stay home." But I'd enjoyed
myself. I really liked the two women
and admired what they were doing.
And I thought I could do a lot better a
second time round. I actually flattered
myself I was rather good at straddling.
Besides - peace was on the way. What
could go wrong? So in February 1994,
back I went.
It did go better the second time.
The course members were selfchosen and very keen. They had some

prior knowledge of what I would ask
of them and, besides, a year had passed
and the Palestinian identity had grown
clearer.
I had learnt something too. We had
brainstorming sessions in which every-

one chipped in ideas for a story and we
got a basis, a launch-pad, from which
everyone could take off on their own
imaginative j oumey.
The story was about a little girl
called Mais who lived in a Palestinian
village. Her mother hadjust given birth
to a boy and all the family was coming
to celebrate. There is a special festive
dish without which the customary
birth-rejoicings would be disastrously
incomplete. An uncle, the great expert,

was to make this dish but - horrors one of the herbs needed for it was missContinued on next page
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ing. Without a word, Mais took her pet

Marvellous. Everything about this
story felt right. It had organic Palestinian specificity, it had excitement, it had
fantasy. The mandatory "message", if
there was to be one, would be well
concealed. And there were no arguments this time. It was to be written in
colloquial language for greater acces-

Muna threw a splendid party. All the
bigwigs of Nazareth seemed to be
there, including the mayor himself and
a number of other important locals.
There was the usual lovely food and an
interesting atmosphere. A number of
the guests were Israeli Jews, or nonJews who lived in the Jewish sector. I
think I was lulled into a false sense of
security by this. Everyone was mingling and everyone was cheerful and
there was a definite feeling of recon-

sibility.

ciliation in the air.

Everyone was busy with their Mais
stories and several of them were excellent. All that was required of me was
encouragement. The three days of the
course passed in a flash.
Outside the course, things were going well too. I stayed with Hanan and
the deputy mayor, who made me very
comfortable. They had two little girls.
One day one of them was crying bitterly, not wanting to go to school. I

At a certain stage the other two Brits
who'd been touring schools were trundled "on" to say a few words. Sensible
folk, they simply returned gracious
thanks for hospitality, said how interesting it had all been and stepped back
into the crowd to warm applause.
Pete came to me and said, "It's your
turn. And please, tell them a story."
"What sort of a story? Not a chil-

goat - who, unbeknown to her, was a
magic animal - and set off to find the
wonder-herb and save the day.

gave her a "magic key" brooch and
explained that it was the key to happiness - whoever wore it couldn't be
sad. Hanan was very pleased and surprised when this charm worked.
Part of my duties this time was to go
into schools. I visited two, both run by
Irish nuns and told stories which were
relayed in translation by Hanan. These
children, whose noses are normally
kept firmly to the grindstone - they
must master four languages before they
are twelve - appeared dazed at my uninhibited intermption of their routine.
The nuns were tickled pink.
Hanan took me one day to a Muslim
village where she was lecturing to
women teachers. Without waning she
stuck me up in front of them and made
me give a talk, which she translated,
about the importance of fantasy and
imagination in childhood. The women
seemed astonished and asked lots of
questions. Incidentally, they all looked
dead miserable and when I asked why,
they chorused: "We're hungry."
Ah, yes. It was Ramadan. I was
taken out to fast-break dinners which
were too sumptuous for words. I talked
to fellow guests and found out something about the local traditions of
children's writing. Nebila and I had
fun going shopping in Nazareth Elit.
She seemed on good terms with all the
Jewish shopkeepers. At her urging I
bought a lovely long dress, for the

party that Pete was giving for my - and
another visiting literary British cou-

ple's -final night. I felt fine. I thought
I was straddling pretty well. Then, right
at the end, I blew it.
Pete and his beautiful Egyptian wife

dren's story, that wouldn't fit."
"Tell them about your trip to Jordan."
Yes, he really said that. And Nebila,
my good friend, was at my side and she
made no objection. I should mention
that I had told Nebila the story. I'd told
it to her in full and she had also overheard me telling it to Pete. So she'd
heard it twice. And she didn't say
"Don't you dare." She let me stand up
and tell it.

Is there a worse feeling? You're up
there, you're half-way through a story
which you have to finish off somehow
and you suddenly, spine-chillingly,
know that you are blundering seriously, setting off small explosions all
over the room.
The trouble was, I think, the unexpected way my Palestinian audience
interpreted my recounting the woman
in the car's remarks, juxtaposed to the
writing on the /e/.
I felt that her view was entirely understandable and would be recognised
by other Palestinians. I thought my telling about her would signal my ability
to see both sides. And I took it for

granted they knew that the kibbutz had

In other words, what I encountered
was the culture-chasm. They interpreted my recounting of the Nablusi
woman's remarks in a way I could
hardly fathom, until Nebila later explained it. To them, it was if I were
saying, "You see, the Palestinians as
represented by this woman are the ones
who are opposed to peace, while the
splendid Jews write peace messages on
their hillsides which are ignored." And
all of a sudden I was being barracked.
Some of the older men at the party
began to shout out, "Where are these
Jews who want peace? Show them to
us!"

Afterwards Nebila scorched me with
her anger. She gave me what she had
given that transfer woman on the TV
programme. I'd become the enemy... I
was made to feel I had offended everyone and ruined the party. The only
person who was kind to me was Saud.
He was the poet who had attended my
first course and been humiliated when
all the women thought his stories were
too flowery and poetic to appeal to
children. He patted my hand and told
me it was all right, I shouldn't feel bad.
But I did. I felt terrible.
Nebila had to drive me and my lug-

gage back to Haifa. It was a dreadful
journey. Half of it passed in stony silence. At last I said, "It seems Fatma's
story was right after all." Fatma, a village kindergarten teacher who attended
my first course, had proudly shown me
a story she'd had published in a school
magazine. It was about a puppy who

got bored at home and ran off to play
with other animals. The chickens
pecked him. The horses didn't understand his language. The sheep ignored
him. In the end he ran home to his
family. I had thought its message was
too isolationist. But by the time I

reached my Jewish friend's house I
knew just how that puppy felt.
After my return to England, several
things happened and other things did
not happen. The Hebron massacre happened. That put my little heartache into
the shade.

written "Peace" on their hillside in all
sincerity and hope.
What I failed to realise was that even
at that moment in history, there existed
in that room a strong passionate conviction that the whole peace-process

Pete 'phoned and took some of the
blame for my gaffe.
I wrote to Hanan and Nebila and
apologised. I also offered sincere sympathy about the massacre.
Neither replied .

was a sham or a trick. Nothing that had
happened had rea/fy pierced their perception of Israeli Jews as oppressors
and enemies. Their acceptance of them
on neutral ground of pete and Muna's
house-perhapstheiracceptanceofmewas part of the hospitality imperative.

Lynne Reid Banks Aczs been cr regt//ar co#tributor to MA:NNA since our first issue. She is
one Of the country's outstanding writers,
equally famous fior her novels, books i;or young
adults and books for children. Having taught
English on a kibbutz fior eight years and married to a kibbutz sculptor, Cl.aim Stephenson,
Israel frequently figures in her writing.
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IN THE.FOOTSTEPS OF MOSES

the eye were miles of incredible pillars, arches, temples, theatres, roads,
baths and streets. Luckily these ruins
have not yet been spoilt by gift shops,
cafes and restaurants - they provide
the most spectacular collection of ancient ruins that I have ever seen.

Next we were off to Mount Nebo.

Ton Gordon

K

ING HUSSEIN DESCRIBED
his country as ``dotted with the
ruins of empires once great, it
is the last resort of yesterday in the
world of tomorrow. I love every inch
of it." In ancient days, it was the land
where John the Baptist baptised Jesus
in the Jordan River, was also a remote
branch of desert trade routes and of the
Roman Empire and, later it became a

Israeli mountains in the distance. I had
always known the `little' Israel, surrounded by hostile enemies and now

neglected chunk of the Ottoman iJj.);cz/eJ

were all looking at Israel. It did not
sink in that I was now this traffic, driving north through Jordanian towns and
villages, looking back into Israel straining my eyes to glimpse the movement of cars and lorries, wondering

of Syria. Modern Jordan was created
by a stroke of a British pen.
This small kingdom with is commensurate king today finds itself
wedged between Syria, Iraq, Saudi
Arabia and Israel -the memory of the
1970 civil war between radical Palestinians and conservative supporters of
the Hashemite monarchy is still fresh
and bitter. The Gulf crisis brought
some of these intra-Jordanian tensions

to the surface again and now the peace
agreement with Israel is launching Jordan into a new confident era.
King Hussein's themes of yesterday
and tomorrow echoed throughout our
four day tour of Jordan. Our group
crossed the Allenby Bridge early one
Friday moming leaving anxiously behind us our co-ordinator, medic and
guard from the Jewish Agency. We
had crossed into Jordan and were the
first Jewish youth/student group to be
there. The ancient Islamic tradition of

`bczds%ees% ', tipping, saw us smoothly

through Jordanian customs - and our
Jordanian coach equipped with obligatory photo of King Hussein alongside a
magazine cut-out of the Dome of the
Rock, led us into the unknown.
My first and immediate reaction to
Jordan was that it looked like Israel the only part of the Middle East that I
had ever encountered. It was barren
and dusty, with sparse and small
patches of greenery. For our Israeli
guides the border crossing and initial
journey north gave them an opportunity to spot the Jordanian military
installations and villages that they had
observed in the army.
As our Jordanian tour guide
launched into the history of his country, I stayed gazing at the shrinking
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here I was travelling through one of
these neighbours. On all my previous
visits to Israel, I have looked at the
Jordanian mountains, straining my
eyes to glimpse the movement of cars
and lorries, wondering what was over
there, what they do and whether they

what people were doing there and
whether they were watching me.
Hebrew classes and school geography lessons had not prepared me for
this moment - only the assurance from
the counsellor at the Jordanian Embassy and pictures from Jordanian
tourist brochures had prepared me. We
were off to Jerash, Mount Nebo,
Madaba, Amman, Petra, Wadi Musa
andAqaba-biblicalandancientplaces
that I had only heard and read about.
Jerash, our first stop, is one of the
most extensive of the former provincial Roman cities. Along with Pella, it

was a member of the Decapolis, a commercial league of ten cities in Rome's
Asian Province. Because of its isolation in a remote valley among the
mountains of Gilead, Jerash survived
long after the other nine cities were
destroyed. The Crusaders described
Jerash as uninhabited and it remained
abandoned until its rediscovery in the
nineteenth century. After the invasion
of the Ottoman Turks, Circassians built
the modem town on the eastern slope
of the stream valley in what was once
the main residential area of ancient
Jerash.
Sitting at the top of the Jerash's
South Theatre looking down upon the
ancient Street of Columns and the

modem town -Hussein's description
of Jordan as the last resort in the world
of tomorrow became poignant. But the
most interesting parts of Jerash remain
undiscovered as 90% of ancient Jerash
is still unexcavated. What was clear to

No wonder this was Moses' last sightseeing trip - on a clear day you can see
across the Jordan Valley to the glistening Dead Sea and beyond to Jericho.
The memorial houses the baptismal
fonts and well-preserved "Mosaic"
mosaics of a Byzantian church dedicated to Moses. It still felt strange
gazing across into Israel from outside.
Israel had lost its `island' quality. Here

we were looking down upon Israel the same unspoiled view as Moses had
thousands of years earlier.
Nearby Madaba was once important
as a Byzantine ecclesiastical centre levelled by an earthquake in the eighth
century - and was untouched for nearly
eleven hundred years until Christian
groups from Karak, the ancient capital
of Moab, reinhabited the city in the
late 1800s. The yellow brick Greek
Orthodox Church of St. George includes a mosaic of the Holy Land and a map of Jerusalem, with representations of the buildings existing in the
sixth century, including the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre.
Like Rome, Amman is built on
seven hills. Unlike Rome, it was built
in a day -almost. Just before 1948,
Amman was a tiny Jordanian village,
much diminished from its former status as the Ammonite capital in biblical
times and the city of Philadelphia in
Roman times. But Amman's population exploded following the 1948 and
1967 wars, bringing waves of Palestinian refugees to the city. It made
Amman demographically the largest
Palestinian city in the world.
We were warmly greeted at our hotel
in Amman by bell-boys bearing orange juice on trays. Curious at our
group's vegetarian diet, the hotel staff
were even more curious at the

Kabbalat Shabbat service in the maim
conference room of the hotel. The receptionists, bell-boys and Kuwaiti
tourists looked on with interest as we
welcomed Shabbat and made fez.cJdwsfe

with a huge portrait of a smiling King
Hussein looking down upon us. The
following day the Jordanian National
Swimming Team watched as we made
Havdcz/aft. The hotel staff were amazed
by the fact that the entire group all
drank from the same single glass and
extinguished the candle in it as well.
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Amman was a mixture of new and
old. Images of the West, Seiko and
Coca-Cola, competed in prominence
with pictures of King Hussein and
Queen Noor. The new Israeli Embassy
was temporarily located in a hotel, the
American Embassy was surrounded by
an entire army base and King
Hussein's palace stood dwarfed by the
size of its gates. The outskirts of the
city were full of lorries from Iraq,
barred from entering the city centre, on
their way along the King's Highway
towards the Red Sea port of Aqaba.
John Burgon's overused description
of petra as "half as old as time" fails to
capture the most astounding ancient
city left to the modern world. The
number of temples and tombs in Petra
seems inflnite. The colours are incredible. In the moming the sun turns the
Khazneh treasury a rich peach colour,
in late aftemoons it glistens rose and
then turns blood-red with the sunset.
The opportunity just to be here made
the tour worthwhile and no adjectives
can describe the size, extent and beauty
of petra.
Petra is Jordan's jewel. So far it is
relatively unspoilt by tourists. The
tourist police wander by on camels and
donkey and horseback rides are on
offer to make the journey along the
narrow cj.q easier. As you walk expectantly along the cj.g awaiting that initial

King Hussein was right to describe
his small country as the last resort of

yesterday - it is full of sites and remains ofbiblical and ancient history. It
is also a world of tomorrow - geographically diverse, fertile and
fascinating. The peace agreement with
Israel has opened new and exciting
doors. Agreements on sharing and recycling water resources, the potential
for huge economic developments, j oint
tourist ventures, a joint international
airport and regional environmental and

policing projects -have propelled Jordan into a vibrant transition period.
The fervent hope is that it will lead into
a world of peace, sharing and understanding - a world of coexistence and

tolerance .
]on Gordon, a graduate Of Liverpool University, is the current Student Co-ordinator Of the
Roform Movement and led RSGB's Student

Peace Process Tour to Israel, Egypt and Jardan this sununer - the first organised Jewish
youth/student programme to visit all three
countries.

glimpse of petra's treasury, the actual,
final sight is indescribable. We stood
for minutes simply gazing up at this
omate delicate structure, hand carved
into the red rocks. Petra's finest monument to the vigilant gods of the dead
was only the beginning of a miles-long
stretch of a carved city containing
monasteries, tombs, theatres, streets
and temples. Looking back from the
top of Petra -towards Israel -explains
why Israelis used to try and sneak to
this place at night without being
caught.
The ancient port of Aqaba is rapidly
developing into a modem watersports
and holiday resort and provided our
last stop before returning to Israel on
our way into Egypt. Aqaba was the
port in which Solomon's copper-laden
ships sailed to Ophir. The Romans stationed their Tenth Legion here, the
Crusaders fortified the port and, during the 1917 Arab revolt, Faisal ibn

Hussein staged a desert raid on the
Ottoman's fortifications and valiantly
captured the port. In 1965 King
Hussein shrewdly traded the Saudis
600 kin square of southeastern desert
for 13 kin of coastline and started developing the city into a tourist paradise.
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brings us that much closer to the
FIFTY
millennium.
ISSUESWith
OF itMANNA
comes an
opportunity to survey the cultural
landscape on which Jewish destiny
depends. It is hard to generalise about
millennia. They arrive, by definition,
only every thousand years. Butjudging
by the last one, forecasters predict a
conservative retrenchment said to be
implicit in any millennium celebrated
within Christian culture. A glance at
the last millennium and what it
produced is therefore in order. We can
then return to our own era with an
historical model in hand.
The first millennium, tenth century
Europe saw the beginning of a Christian revival that eventually blossomed
into Gothic cathedrals, new monastic
orders and the Crusades. For Jews it
meant the decimation of Rhineland
Jewry, Christian ownership of Palestine and centuries of anti-Jewish
paranoia. But culturally, it also gave us
Jewish revivalism, a movement known
as the Hasidei Ashkenaz, or "Pietists
of Germany." They accepted the
Church's doctrine of penitence and
worked assiduously to produce sufficient penitential punishment in this

world to ward off even more dire consequences in the world to come. It is
hard to imagine Jews sitting in the
snow willingly freezing their feet into
ice so as to avoid damnation after
death. But that is what they did, under
the guidance of rabbis who were Jewish versions of Dominican and
Franciscan friars, dispatched to the cities to prevent moral decay.
These revivalists left a mark on our
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Lawrence A. Hoffman
faith that did not go away. In a generally forward-looking era marked by
scientific advance and an expansion of
leaming fuelled by contact with Islam
and the east, they retreated into a negative fundamentalist view of human
nature. Classic rabbinic Judaism vacillated in its judgement on the human
condition. It was less sanguine about
innate human goodness than we children of the Enlightenment like to think.
But it never went so far as to mire
human beings in original sin, or even
in innate sinfulness as a condition from
which it would be hard if not impossible to escape. The usual view was a
balanced judgement on human beings
as harbouring a sinful impulse but
tending toward good as well.
An early rabbinic source, going back
to the period before the Temple fell in
70 C.E., portrays a farmer delivering
his tithe to God and announcing
proudly that, having done everything
God wants, he now has impeccable credentials to demand that God reward
him with his due. Our source calls this
"the farmer' s confession". Confession?
``God I have done all You asked and
done it perfectly." Some confession. A

far cry indeed from the A/ che/ and
Ashamrm of our Yom Kippur lirfulgy.
Our ancestors had a view of confession
different from ours. For them, it was
"coming to terms with God." To confess was to profess as well. It was
turning to God with one's personal
ledger open for inspection but with no
preconceived notion that its owner was

already morally in the red.
That fully balanced view changed
by the end of the second century and
then became even more tilted toward
sinfulness in the century that followed.
But even so, it was the Geman pietists
whose millenial revivalism produced a
distinctively negative view of human
nature with which Ashkenazi culture
was to operate until the nineteenth century overthrew it.
A further millehial inheritance that
is still with us is the ritual
marginalization of women. Within the
rabbinic system, women had never en-

joyed parity with men. But it was the
German pietists who systematically
excluded them from official religious
celebration. Until that time, a woman
was present at her son's circumcision,
which was carried out in synagogue at
the end of morning services. She
dressed up for the occasion, sat among
the men and held her son in her lap
during the operation. By the thirteenth
century Ashkenazi rabbis were turning
puritanical. Looking askance at the
sexual innuendoes that observers might
project upon the twin spectre of women
sitting among men and the "ofee/ studiously bent over a young mother's
lap, they banished mothers to their
homes. Now a mother had to give her
infant son to another woman who
brought him to the synagogue and
handed him to a man on the other side
of the door. The boy was circumcised
among men only, on the lap of a newly
designated male who had taken the
mother's place and was known as a
sandek.
In sum, the period that began around
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the year one thousand initiated a turn
in the history of European Christianity
and therefore of Europe's Jews as
well. The external consequences are
well-known. Crusaders instigated destruction and a climate of legislation
against Jews that relegated them to pariah status. But Judaism as a religious
syst.em suffered internally also, as it
crept closer to a system of penitential
piety that emphasized sin, pollution
and gender separation. The question is
whether any of this is likely to recur
now that two thousand years are about
to be counted in the calendar of western civilization.
There is no reason to believe that we
will go the same route toward fundamentalist piety as the twenty-first
century rolls around. Rhetoric to the
contrary, history never repeats itself
completely and the impact of religion
on life is in general not what it used to
be. Where religious rhetoric could once
command society's attention, it now
must plead for it. The west is largely
secular now, Christian triumphalism is
a thing of the past. The march of science is unlikely to abate.
But within religious circles, there are
signs of millennial fervour and, where
religion still dominates as in certain
Muslim countries, we are once again

party to increased fundamentalism. In
the United States, right-wing Christian

groups now threaten to take over public
policy. Worldwide, fundamentalist
churches and their evangelist ministers
denigrate progressive causes and promise good old-time salvation from sin.
As with the first millennium, so too
with this one, the turn to the right is not
a Christian excess alone. Lubavitch
identification of their late rebbe as the
messiah is the best such instance of
what I mean. Just before the rebbe's
death, the New York media were advertising

``A4as%j.crch beepers" which the

faithful would wear to work so that when
the rebbe announced his messiahship,
they could immediately be "beeped" the
good news. Entire streets, worldwide, are
still plastered with signs announcing,
""asfez.ace is coming."

As the millennium dawns, therefore,
progressive Jews are under attack.
Secular society has absented itself from
the religious debate with the attitude of
``a pox on both your houses." Religion

is less powerful than it was a thousand
years ago. But within what is left of the
religious community, those of us who
are religious but liberal find the dominant cultural environment arrayed
against us. Progressive Jews suffer
from a failure of nerve. It is common-
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place to hear broad-ranging attacks on
such elementary postulates as the evo1ution of the universe and the human
authorship of sacred texts. People once
again accept the literal reality of angels, the devil and an avenging,
personal God of flesh and blood. We
thought that all but the most benighted
minds were past such inanities. Instead,
we find ourselves under attack for not
believing them. Rather than taking
pride in our religious adulthood, we
look into the mirror late at night and
wonder if we are not somehow the culprit rather than the hero, the ones who
destroy all that is holy and good rather
thantheonesonwhomanyJewishcontinuity at all will depend - as we are once this millennial madness goes away.
The fiftieth issue of MANNA ought
to evoke the biblical context in which
the real manna appeared. There too,
conservative voices pleaded to return
to Egyptian slavery, rather than to forge
faithfully into the future. But the people
persevered, as we must now, in three
areas that are under millenrial fundamentalist attack: belief, ritual and ethics.
In the area of belief, the tapestry of
liberal theology is looking threadbare.
Even great names like Leo Baeck,
Franz Rosenzweig and Martin Buber
are insufficient. We have a paucity of
new voices that are for our time what
they were for theirs. Philosophy has
come a long way since the German
romanticism that Baeck savoured and
the
existentialism
over
which
Rosenzweig and Buber disputed. Abraham Joshua Heschel remains a hero
of mine but not for his theology. It
largely translates eastern European
Hasidic life into a post-Hasidic context. Neither academic nor rabbinic life.
supports new thinking any more, since
theology has not remained a valued
scholarly pursuit and rabbis have become generalists charged with the
more than full-time task of preaching,
teaching, visiting the sick and managing the day to day needs of their
congregants.
The conservative opposition has it
easier. They shout the old-time theolo-

gies that just do not seem true any
more and will not seem any truer no
matter how frequently or how loud
they shout them -a personal God who

punishes and pardons, prayer that heals
if patients deserve it, Torah that is literally true, the actual word of God
written black on white and delivered
over to Moses, an unchangeable and
unadaptable fecI/cr4fe¢fe where women

and men are "separate but equal." By
contrast, progressive thinkers have to

rethink it all and risk censure as well.
Let us set each other free to replace
old rhetoric that says nothing with new
ways of thinking that excite and sustain us. Let us resolve that, as long as it
is for the sake of heaven, every new
idea will play its role in moving us
forward to a place where reason and
faith coincide.
On ritual, we have somehow got it
into our heads that only traditional
dczve#z.ng and only the traditionally received Hebrew words is authentically
Jewish. We blithely ignore the truth
that no single canonized script of

prayer existed for hundreds of years,
that creativity and spontaneity were the
norm not the exception during the
formative rabbinic age and that most
of the old-time music we so admire
goes back at most two hundred years
or so and is based less on Torah-true
tunes than on Polish peasant melodies
and German beer songs. I could go on
and on. j4/e## as a concluding prayer
does not predate the fourteenth centwny. There wa;s rro Kabbalat Shabbat,
no fe4fecz Dodz. until the sixteenth cen-

tury. The prayer in the Orthodox sj.ddwr
that thanks God ``for not making me a
woman" is indeed old but is borrowed
from the Greeks. Bowing at the cz"z.c7crfe

is derived from court etiquette and representative of the belief in a God who
works like a Roman patron awarding
patronage favours to families who are
longtime dependants and who introduce their petitions with appropriate
words of praise in advance and gratitude after the fact.
These facts alone do not suffice to
justify our trashing every old-time staplc. However they began, they are our
heritage now. Whether they remain so
must depend on considerations other
than the conditions that brought tthem
into being. But knowing their history
is sufficient at least to conclude that
they Aclve a history and that, unlike the
biblical canon which we once fixed
eternally, the prayer legacy of our people is as multifaceted as the lives of the
people who pray. Read the early codes
which describe the many ways in
which these things were done before
people began erroneously thinking of
fear/a/kfeafe as a system to limit options

rather than to enrich them.
The problem is that progressive
synagogue ritual is sterile and insipid.
As much as we require brave new
thinkers in theology, we need even
more to experiment with worship,
without fear of being thought of as
beyond the pale. Every single signifiContinued on nex,I page
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cant advance in Jewish life has come
with new ritual as its carrier. In each
case, the new ritual was widely condemned
by
the
conservative
opposition. Think of the medieval
pczy};efo#j.in who provided enlightened
Jews in Muslim quarters with poems
using Arabic meter; or Hasidic
#z.ggw#j.in (melodies/tunes) which were
roundly denounced by Lithuanian
talmudists. We will have to outgrow
the absurd notion that there is a single
authentic worship style to which we
can return even if we wish. That very
notion is a flction in the fanciful realm
of unicorns and pots of gold at the end
of the rainbow.
As for ethics, Progressive Judaism
was born with ethics as its midwife. It
made its mark by discovering the
prophets as its guide. We should reject
the image of Judaism as a plant, with
ethics at the core and ritual merely a
useless husk to the ethical kernel that
has been reaped. But we ought not on
that account to deny the centrality of
ethics for all who claim to be religious.
In this millenhial climate, certain
ethical principles need reiterating equality of every man, woman and
child before God, the obligation of
every Jew to heal a broken world, the
demand of governments to act with
tsedarkczfe. Fundamentalist religion

tends to efface ethical obligation, as
people salve their own souls at the expense of other people.s bodies.
I have in mind excesses on the right
wing of the Jewish spectrum, especially in
Erefz Jsrcze/, where
fundamentalists threaten even peace
itself. Some }/es%j.iJo/ preach a doctrine
of political messianism. This claims

that we are living in a post-ethical age,
with God demanding only the total purification of sacred soil from the
despoiling presence of non-Jews. If
Progressive Judaism is not to lose its
soul, it must reassert its ethical mandate as never before. Never mind
risking the curse of opponents who
claim `truths' that we know are false
and messianic ends that sound suspiciously like Jewish crusade rhetoric
aimed at decimating the alien camp in

pursuit of the millennium.
This is not the first time we have
been required to steel our resolve and
build a new synthesis of the Judaism
we inherit and the environment we inhabit. When Maimonides wrote his

Guide to the Perplexed, he de,red to
question such "certainties" as cre¢fj.o#
ex #z.fez./o. Maybe primeval matter was
extemal along with God, he implied.
Not that he knew for sure. But if it
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tuned out that Aristotelian science was
right, then Judaism would live with
that reality, asserting God's presence
in the world anyhow. Similarly, Maimonides attacked Jewish ritual of his
day, on the grounds that it was not in
keeping with modem Muslim aesthetics. The object of his ire was the

"silent" ,4mz.da!fe which people d¢ve#ed

so raucously that Jews worried what
their good Muslim neighbours would
think. Better, he reasoned, to abandon
the silent Amz.da!fe and leave it for the
Cfecrzcr# (cantor) to say it on their behalf.

Maimonides was replicating the
thinking process of the rabbis of antiquity. Take their familiar rule against
moving Shabbat candles that have been
kindled. They were presupposing a
Greek view of the physical world that
was rooted in the atomistic theory of
Democritus. If you move the candle,

you might make the flame quiver in
the breeze, thus spreading the fire beyond where it would normally reach
were you to leave it alone. But if reality is composed of atoms, an exfe#sj.o#
of the flame must be thought of as an
altogether new fire, in that an independent atom has been set aflame. In
the rabbinic era, this atomistic physics
was preached by Epicureans, who
tended also to picture the universe as a
mechanistic mix of atoms in motion,
fully defined by laws of physical force
and requiring no God at all. That is
where the rabbis parted company. They
accepted the science of the times but
not the atheism that sometimes accom-

pahied it. To this day, the Yiddish word
.4p;.froros from the Greek "Epicurean"
means heretic.
Both Maimonides and the rabbis
were roundly attacked in their day by
conservative interests who favoured
saving the world by affirming old-time
platitudes. Maimonides lived precisely
during the wave of messianic fervour
that swept Europe in the centuries following the millennium. Aristotelian
Christians were being hounded by the
Papal Inquisition; Aristotelian Jews who
called themselves Maimonideans found
other Jews excommunicating them and

burning their master's books. As for the
rabbis, we can only imagine all the
negative charges levelled against them
by their opponents whose words do not
survive in our extant literary sources.
But we know how Christian evangelists portrayed the rabbis'

thinking may therefore not be limited
to millennia. To be sure, the first century was itself a millennium, so to
speak. But no-one could have known it
at the time. The Christian calendar had
yet to be invented. Even the millennial
pattern from the year one thousand actually spans several hundred years. It
is hard to impute millennial motivation
to what happens a century or more after the millennium occurs.
A more accurate assessment insists
that from time to time, perhaps

prompted by the millennium but not
solely related to it, western society has
found itself at a cultural crossroads. It
either goes forward or it retreats. Jewish history is the chronicle of those
who dared to go forward, accepting the
reality of each contemporary wave of
science and aesthetics and revising our
ideas of God and the Jewish story
within the novel framework of the time.
Conservatives do not like it that way. But
our tradition remembers for good the
visionaries who insist that Judaism has
no quarrel with science. Why should we
object to what God has made, or hide our
eyes from the mysteries of God's own
making? Similarly, Judaism can be eelebrated in every aesthetic milieu, under
enlightened Islam as in the time of
Saadiah and Maimonides, or by inhabitants of the Polish sfefef/.
What we cannot do is return to the
past.Wemustourselvesproducethekind
of novelty that the rabbis and Maimonides gave to Jews in the Roman and
Islamic empires. Spiritual renewal is not
a romantic return to old-time religion.
When we finish reading each book
of Torah, we announce "Cfec!zczk
cfeczzoft ve#z.Jchozek!" an idiom imply-

ing, "Be strong, take courage and find
strength in each other." Millennium or
not, the fiftieth issue of MANNA reminds us that the Jewish people is
turning a new leaf, opening up a new
chapter in the life of the Jewish people.
The last thing we should do is give in
to the doubts that others would plant
among us. If there is to be a Jewish
future, it will be ours only if we follow
our own convictions to their logical
end. We must think bravely, innovate
ritually and insist on the moral
recititude of a Judaism for which ethics is central. Al tira ve'al teichat "Fear not, be not dismayed." Cfeazark

chazak venitchazek 1

fea!/a4fej.c

thought - not as a thoughtful response
to atomistic physics but as meaningless legalism that stood in the way of
imminent messianic deliverance.
What I have been calling millennial

RABBI LAWRENCE A. HOFFMAN z.s Professor of Liturgy at the New York School Of
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with `an ideology and vision once lacking but now very much in evidence.' It
is here that it is worth concentrating
attention.
Put concisely, the question is, `Did

TRADITION AND CHANGE: A
HISTORY OF REFORM JUDAISM
IN BRITAIN 1840-1995

Anne J Kershen and
Jonathan A. Romain
Vallentine Mitchell, London,1995
393 pp £25.00 hb £15.00 pb

David Abulafia
intents reaches this very day

AHISTORY
TO
is not anWHICH
easy history
to ALL
write.
So it is quite an achievement for Anne
Kershen and Jonathan Romain in their

new history of the Refom Movement
in Great Britain, to allude to so many
individuals whose role is still active,
while maintaining the necessary
detachment and authority. What
emerges by the end is an extraordinary
history of the transformation of the
heirs of a select group of dissident
members of the Anglo-Jewish elite into
a substantial organisation with a base
in Finchley, incorporating a rabbinical
college, a primary school and countless
other facilities fundamental to the
future development of the Jewish
community not just in Britain but,
when one thinks of Leo Baeck College,
as far afield as Russia.
The central problem for an historian
is quite simply how this Movement
started at point "a" in 1840 and reached
point "b" in 1995. This necessitates

much more than mere narrative. The
analytical skills of both authors are
tested by the basic issue of how `Reform' emerged in Britain. The preface
notes that the foundation of the West
London Synagogue of British Jews
`heralded the birth of Refomi Judaism
in Britain.' That, of course, is to see
things very much from the perspective
of 1995, rather than 1840. Emphasis
should be placed on the word %ercz/ded,

for the course of events was far from
predictable even in 1895, let along
1840. At the end of the book, indeed,
the authors mention the contrast be-

tween the haphazard growth of early
times and the emergence of what is
now called the Reform Movement,
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the founders of West London found a
Reform synagogue?' - accepting, of
course, that they were not in the business of founding a movement. The
very term `Refom' comes in and out
of focus for many decades, embraced
by some, flatly rejected by others right
up to the naming of the RSGB as such
as late as 1958. And here we come to a

curious aspect of the history of Reform
in Britain. The institutional break really precedes the ideological or
theological break, since in many ways
the demands that were being made in
1840 could have been met by Bevis
Marks had there been a real will so to
do, particularly on the part of the great
antagonist of the reformers, Moses
Montefiore. One is reminded of King
Henry VIII breaking with Rome, not
because he was in any way a Protestant
but because he wanted something from
the Pope he could normally in fact have
expected and which the Pope had the

power to grant - a royal divorce - but
which for various pohtical reasons was
unavailable. The radical refoming theology took over rather later and even
then not completely, as can be seen in
the persistence of Anglo-Catholicism.
So, too, here a radical ideology was
not the fundamental reason for schism.
This leads one to ask where to place
the first minister of West London, the
remarkable David Woolf Marks, with
his rejection of the Oral Law. Anne
Kershen well points out that the
`bibliocentric' approach he was adopting was very similar to the approach
followed by contemporary English
Protestants and that he must be seen as

part of a wider theological trend within
the religious life of this country. The
Reformers were not neo-Karaites, certainly, even though their foes attributed
to them the beliefs of that literalminded sect. What js striking is how
little adjustment it was found necessary to make in the core text of the
Sephardi prayer book when preparing
their own book of prayers, to the extent
of failing to exclude several passages
which did not really accord with
Marks' views. Admittedly the prayer
book was produced incredibly fast,
with a preface dated a little more than a

year after the decision of the pioneers
to break with their former congregations. But here we come to the rub.
Did the theology count as far as the
members were concerned? There are

strong hints in the book that standards
of observance differed little between
nineteenth century West London and
Bevis Marks. Indeed, had the founders
of West London been prepared to ride
in their carriages to synagogue in the
City, there might have been no break.
The central issue was the inconvenience of not having a Sephardi
synagogue close to their May fair
homes, though for good measure they
also wanted shorter, more decorous
services and sermons in English rather
than Portuguese. The decorum they
believed in was copied in due course
by the Orthodox congregations in the

great cathedral synagogues of the
Sephardim and Ashkenazim. It is an
interesting point how much of the
music printed at the back of the Spanish and Portuguese prayer books still
in use explicitly carries the attribution
`West London Synagogue.' This also

carries echoes of an era between the
wars when the Sephardi minister
Bueno de Mesquita was content to

preach at West London and the vexed
question of burial grounds was in those
days resolved by cooperation, not confrontation.
Within all this is a history still to be

written, not merely of this community
but of virtually every Jewish community that ever existed. It is the history
of levels of observance, of belief and
practice - not just what rabbis wanted
their congregation to do but what they
actually did. Ultimately, a history of
Reform Judaism has to be the history
of Jews with a reformist outlook, rather
than a history of synagogues and organisations, important though that
aspect remains. Jonathan Romain's account of the institutional development
of the RSGB steers with impressive
expertise through the complex committee decisions of an ever larger
orgarisation and makes plain the tensions that could develop, to the point
of total break, between the RSGB and
its constituent synagogues, proud of
their traditional autonomy. Perhaps,
though - and it is no insult to ask an

author for yet more of his work - there
could be a little more in this book on

questions such as changing attitudes to
hasferwf, travelling to synagogue and
other aspects of Sabbath observance,
early problems faced by proselytes, the
surprisingly ready acceptance of cremation and so on. K¢sferzt/ in particular
is an interesting case, because quite a

few Jews who ignore most of the festivals, who shop on Shabbat and so on,
still adhere to the dietary laws at
Continued on next page
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various levels. It seems plain that the
effective rejection of the dietary laws
by American Reform and English Liberalism expressed.an approach which

British Refomi would have found too
extreme. Nowadays there is an insistence by the Reform rabbinate on not
being too prescriptive. Yet the theoretical underpinning of this is in some
important respects fairly recent, owing
something, for example, to Eugene
Borowitz and it is also quite controversial. Such an approach cannot have
developed overnight. Another important question is when Orthodoxy began
to attack Reform for its laxity or `convenience', rather than for theological
and liturgical irregularities. One is re-

minded here of the current tussle
between the Orthodox and the Masorti
movement, which appears at the moment to be concentrating on errors of
belief and the view that Masorti is `pretending' to be observant in practice.
Beyond the question of how the
community functions is that of what
rabbinic direction was given here. The
book arouses curiosity about the effect
that growing contact with American
Reform, often highly critical of `ceremonialism', may have had on
attitudes to observance. Did West London's Rabbi Harold Reinhart, for
instance, influence attitudes here? He
seems not merely to occupy a pivotal
role in the development of Reform indeed to be the figure who did most to
introduce genuinely Reformist ideas to
the London community. He appears
also to be a figure of contradiction,
who later on will quarrel with attempts
to use the Reform label for the
associated synagogues and whose relations with the Liberals started well but
apparently deteriorated badly. It is
worth asking, too, how the outlook of

the Ge"n Einheitsgemeinde ra.bbinate affected attitudes in England,
given the sizeable and very distinguished immigration of German
Refomi rabbis into Britain.
As an historian, I am interested in
seeing what we can learn from this
book in the wider context of Judaism.
The question of the relationship between English Reform and the Reform
or Liberal movements in other countries is a fascinating but very complex
issue. We can see, for instance in the
originally very cautious attitude of
West London to the World Union for
Progressive Judaism, a feeling that this
synagogue did not find itself seated
comfortably next to American Reform,
nor indeed English Liberal Judaism,
which some saw as closer to one an-
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other than British Refomi was to either.
The sheer diversity of the non-Orthodox movements in modem Judaism is
worth stressing. It is true that Britain
unusually has three and yet, if you
move from one European country to
another, you certainly find vigorous
variety, ranging from Hungarian
Neolog to English Liberalism. And in
the USA there are now two movements
that belong to the World Union,
Refomi and Reconstmctionist, as well
as a flourishing Conservative movement that recognises decisions by the
Refomi Bez+ Dz.# in London in crucial

areas. But where do the British Refomi
synagogues, individually or collectively, fit into this array of movements?
There is no real spectrum of Judaism
running from right to left. But it is still
a question we often face in Cambridge,
where we have a good many American
members and visitors - are we to all
intents a Conservative synagogue calling ourselves another name? The

Jewish Travel Guide used to -perhaps
still does -characterise the services at
West London Synagogue as similar to
American Conservative, when advising travellers to the United States how
to choose between a synagogue
marked in its lists with an `0', a `C'
and an `R'. And yet, when approached
about becoming a rabbi at West London, Reinhart asked whether this
synagogue was what he would call
Conservative, for such a synagogue "I
could not conscientiously serve." At
that time it was still unclear whether
the Jewish Theological Seminary and
the Conservative synagogues in
America had broken with mainstream
Orthodoxy. At the root of this problem, or maybe non-problem, is a
traditional British theological fudge.
What is striking about the Reform
Movement is, arguably, its breadth.
But to achieve that breadth you do have
to sacrifice the specificity that other
religious movements in Judaism arguably possess. Even if the United
Synagogue in this country only ac-

quired it gradually, in the days of chief
Rabbi Hertz, and the Conservative
movement even more gradually. In this
respect, Reform is not unlike the
Church of England. Reform has its
high conservatives and its low liberals.
Moreover, before the crucially impor-

tant controversy that blew up around
Rabbi Dr. Louis Jacobs some three
decades ago, Anglo-Jewry was not
widely known for its concern with
theological issues. The ripples of the
Jacobs affair have still not settled.
In a way, the question of the Oral

Law was the nineteenth-century
equivalent of the theological question
which has come closest to convulsing
Anglo-Jewry in the twentieth century
-the permissibility of an historical ap-

proach to the authorship of the Torah,
as championed by Louis Jacobs and as
upheld by those teaching at Leo Baeck
College. I do not have the sense that
David Woolf Marks had room for or
needed the Bible critics. Indeed, his
faith, if I am not mistaken, was securely based in a profound belief in the
divinity of Torah but not of the Oral
Law. The book makes it obvious that

the main channel by which German
Reform ideas reached this country was
the Geman communities in the north
of England. It is even said by a modem
Sephardi rabbi in England that "we
Sephardim had no need of Refom."
The whole thing was a German idea in
response to the harshness of Ashkenazi
Judaism - an odd notion, considering
that the founding fathers of West London synagogue were predominantly
Spanish and Portuguese Jews. But one
is certainly bound to be struck by the
lack of radicalism of the British reformers for many decades. The book
makes it abundantly clear how the lack
of ambition of West London to colonise the country and the lack of
significant change within the liturgy
helped generate a more radical alternative in the fom of the Jewish Religious
Union, later to become the Liberal
Synagogue. To be honest, j4 fz!.sfory o/

Reform Judaism in Britain, the shhtitle of the book, needs to say a good
deal more about the outlook of the Liberal Movement, because it is there that
the ideal of radical refomi of Judaism
is much more clearly expressed. Is the
history of the RSGB, and its antecedents the history of British Reform
Judaism? I think not. That is the dilemma. But what's in a name? The
issue becomes even more fraught when
we consider communities such as Eelsize Square which carry on the
tradition of German Liberalism outside the RSGB and Westminster
Synagogue, which remains independent of the RSGB but originated in a
breakaway by Reinhart loyalists.
A vital point made by the authors is
that Orthodoxy in England made early
efforts to spread into suburbia, which
were not matched by Orthodoxy in the
United States, so that American Orthodoxy found itself confined to inner
cities, out of touch with changes in
society. This may not be entirely the
correct perspective, for it seems to me
that something additional happened.
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The Conservative United Synagogue
in America, well represented in those
leafy suburbs into which, like the London Orthodox, it had moved, faced up
to modern scholarship. So, by the
1950s it was obvious that Conservative Judaism was no longer Orthodox,
though it had not particularly sought
not to be. In England, alas, the `progres.sive Conservatism' of the British
United Synagogue under the young
Hertz was replaced by the strict

Ashkenazi Orthodoxy of the older
Hertz, of Dayan Abramsky and of
Rabbis Munk and Schonfield. The result has been that extraordinary hold of
Orthodoxy on outer London, all the
more extraordinary as the moderation
of Hampstead and other communities
has been undermined by the fundamentalism of a new generation of rabbis.
One issue which the American rabbis
had to face in the suburbs, far vaster
than our own, was whether it was preferable to drive to synagogue on
Shabbat or not to attend synagogue.
By approving the use of cars on Shabbat for this purpose jn the 1950s, the
Conservative movement was seen by
its opponents to have finally broken
with normative Judaism. So the suburbs have been extremely important,
forcing the reassessment of how to exist as a Jew in the twentieth century
megalopolis.

One of the other features of the
American situation which is also
worth bearing in mind is the shading
from the virtual Orthodoxy of some
strong, mainly male, traditionalists
through the egalitarian edges of Conservatism into radical Reform and
i ndeed Reconstructioni sin. In post-war
Britain the break between Orthodoxy
and its alternatives has seemed cleaner,
more total for those unused to the delights of mixed seating, or on whom
the use of English grated. This is to
speak of the public face of the syna-

gogue rather than of standards of
private observance, which on all fronts
were badly affected by the dislocation
of the Second World War. But it is
easy to forget that what is taken for
granted as normal practice in a Reform
synagogue may appear disconcerting
to those from Orthodox backgrounds,
however much they sympathise with
Reform ideals. It is not necessarily a
question offecz/czkfeafe, more one offeel-

ing at home in a familiar environment.
There are two fundamental questions that of outlook, which may well draw
Orthodox Jews to the non-Orthodox
movements and that of outward practice, which leaves many disaffected
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Orthodox understandably more at
ease with the relative traditionalism of
a Masorti service than they might be
with a Refomi service at the radical
end of the scale, with much English,
responsive readings and silences at unexpected moments. Even the practice
of the leader generally reading the
entire text aloud disconcerts some
visitors who are used to Ashkenazi

gabbling and who are unaware that
here British Refom chimes quite well
with Sephardi habits. A greater degree
of traditionalism in the conduct of
services, as we have found in Cambridge, leads to an explosion in
attendance and draws in recmits from
Orthodox services. Cantillation of the
parashah, a, silent Amidah, the full
S7ze"o ' - the general lack of all these
marks most Refomi synagogues out
and increases the sense of unfamiliarity to those who are in search of a
Judaism where they can feel at home.
Liturgical traditionalism wins rather
than loses members and increases Sabbath attendance.
Hanging over this is a question
which may need an answer in the near
future. The book refers to `the Belt Din

o[ a. rlor+halakhic movemeat' . We are
also told how there has often been opposition to any attempt to set out a
series of guidelines to Reform Jewish
practice, though Jonathan Romain
himself has answered the need very
effectively in his helpful book Faz.ffe
o#d Pracf!.ce. On the other side of the
%a!/czkfej.c fence, one's Masorti ffiends
i nsist emphatically on the fecr/czfrfez.c na-

ture of their fomi of Conservative
Judaism, though it involves a dynamic
and critical approach to fear/ai4%afe in-

creasingly eschewed by Orthodoxy.
The fundamental question is thus
whether, how and why British Reform
beca,me non-halakhic. I say whether
because the Bez./ Dj.# itself and a great
many features of synagogue life obviously do not and cannot ignore
fecz/o#fecz%. There is, too, an image prob-

lem here which cannot be avoided, so
that Orthodox Jews are invariably surprised to be told that conversions take
about two years or that the Movement
has issued many statements in favour
of has%r#/. At the same time the variety of practice is indeed confusing.

This rabbi wears /e///!.#, that one does
not. This one buys his meat, nonkosher, from Tesco, that one, kosher,

members but within the existing synagogue membership. It is the contention
of this writer that exciting prospects
open up the more fully British Reform
declares that among its credentials is
what in America might be called
"Radical Conservatism", more experimental and, above all, more insistently
egalitarian than the sister movement of
Masorti Judaism.
Finally looking to the future, the
book has much significance for the
next decades. The need that exists in
this country for a framework within
which a critical approach to Jewish
sources can be combined with a respectforJewishbeliefandpracticewill
only grow. The place where it will

grow is among well informed Jews,
not least those who are dissatisfied with
the Orthodox movements -these have
a powerful sense of commitment to
Judaism notjust on emotional or `ethnic' grounds but who find in it religious
meaning and a route to knowledge of
the Almighty. An increasingly welleducated Jewish community will
surely reject the dogmatism of those
who do not even permit the discussion
of an historical approach to the Bible
and Talmud. Even if the Torah is to be
read more as poetry than history, its
claim to contain a good deal of history
and the legitimate enquiry we can then
make about its formation, validates,
indeed necessitates, a critical approach
to Judaism, a religion founded in history more than any other. Moreover,
the failure of more traditional movements to accommodate the spiritual
yearnings of Jewish women will enhance the appeal of egalitarian forms
of Judaism, especially when the more
Aai/a4fez.ccz//y minded realise that most

of the barriers, including the physical
one of the "ecfej.tsczfe, are in any case
not genuinely .fea/cz4fez.c. It is impossi-

ble to exaggerate the importance of
this issue. What we are tamng about is
the battle for the middle ground, or
rather for those committed, informed
Jews who take a middle-ground position and are looking for a movement
capable of satisfying their aspirations.
It is possible to create room for people
with such aspirations within the British
Reform movement. The price may be
some closer definition of where it
stands between radical Refomi and
critical Conservatism, an end, if you
like, to the traditional English theo-

in Golders Green. This one goes to
restaurants on Shabbat, that one would

logical fudge .

not put on the coffee then. The fear of
being too prescriptive induces confusion not merely among potential

Dr Diivid A,bulafiiial is Reader in Mediterranean History and Fellow Of Gonville & Caius
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Beth Shalom Reform Synagogue, Cambridge.
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THE LAND, THE LAW AND
THE LIBERAL CONSCIENCE
John D. Rayner
The assassination Of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin served, amongst
other things, to highlight attitudes to `the land' and a refusal within
certain f iundamentalist circles to countenance the surrender Of land even
fior peace. We asked Rabbi John Rayner to delineate the contrasting
attitudes to land for peace in fiundamentalist and Progressive circles.

Thr:psaiT:Eto:fT:I::,T:u¥:Hu:gT:EeEt:f

the territories under its control for the
sake of peace has both a political and a
religious dimension. The latter has
been debated chiefly by Orthodox

fecz/crfrfez.sfs']. There have been few

contributions from a Progressive point
of view2.

From an Orthodox point of view, the
Hebrew Bible, as interpreted in rabbinic
tradition,isdivinelyauthoritativebothin
its totality and in every particular.
Furthemore, the Hebrew Bible, as
correctlyinterpreted,isthes'o/eauthority
for all questions of conduct, both in matters of ritual and in matters of ethics. In
bothcases,whatisrightiswhatthe¢¢/a!ftfech enjoins, what is wrong is what the
feczJ¢ifecrfe fofoids. There is no ethic independent of the %a/czifecrfe.

Progressive Judaism sees the Hebrew Bible as a literature spanning a
thousandyearswhichshowsbothuhity
and diversity, the latter being manifest
in a broad spectrum of literary styles
and religious perceptions.
The biblical writers were not only
human and therefore fallible but also

products of the socio-cultural milieu of
the ancient Near East.
Above all, the Progressive approach
rests on the conviction that there are
universal ethical principles by which
particular teachings of the Tradition

may be evaluated. These derive in
largemeasurefromtheTiaditionitself
but not in th`e simplistic sense that we
accept them on its authority. Rather,

we affimi them to the extent to which,
as creatures endowed by God with a
capacity for ethical-discernment, we
can see for ourselves that they are true.
The Hebrew Bible is replete with
passages that affirm a unique bond
between the Jewish people and a particular teritory, first referred to as the
land of Canaan and later by various
other terns including Ere/z yz.srcre/. In
Romanandsubsequenttimesitbecame
known as Palestine. Each of these
namesprejudgesissuesthathaveyetto
be discussed. We shall therefore call it
simply `the Land'.
Many of the passages in question
are in the nature of divine promises to
Abraham (Gen.12:2,13:15,15:7,18,
17:8), Isaac (Gen. 26:3), Jacob (Gen.
28: 13, 35: 12, 48:4), Moses (Exod. 3:8,
6:8, Num. 33:53, 34:2, Deut.11:24)

and Joshua (Josh.1:3). Some of these

occur in the context of the Covenant
(Gen.15: 18,17:7), suggesting the pos-

sibility that if the people fail to fulfil
their Covenantal obligations, they may
be exiled from the Land. And sometimes that implication is spelt out Q,ev.
18:26ff; cf. Lev. 26:27-39, Jer.18:7f).

But for the most part, the Divine promises appear to be unconditional.
Accordingly, Orthodox Judaism in-

fers from them that the Land `belongs'
to the Jewish people and to no other, in
perpetuity. A Progressive view would
acknowledge that that is what the biblical writers believed. But it would try
to understand the belief in its historical
context. One aspect of this was the
need to reconcile the pagan concept of
territorial deities with the monotheistic
idea. The argument, one imagines, ran
as follows. On the one hand God is the
Owner of the whole earth (cf. Ps. 24: 1);
on the other God is the Owner of the
Land of Israel in a special sense (cf.
Deut. 11:12; Joel 4:2); therefore God

must have parcelled out the earth to its
various peoples, assigning the choicest
land to God's chosen people (Deut.
32:8).

Because our ancestors believed what
they did, it doesn't follow that they
were right. It is indeed entirely credible that their settlement in the Land
forthepuaposeofcreatinginitamodel
society would have accorded with the
Divine Will. But the 7#ee#s by which
they are said to have appropriated it,
involving genocidal war against its inhabitants, raises serious questions to
which we shall return.

As for the further assertion that the
Land was given to the Jewish people I.#
perpefwz.fy, that raises still other difficulties. For the biblical writers had no

means of knowing God's long-temi
geopoliticalplans,norindeedcouldthere
be such if human free will is a fact. Because of that fact, the Israelites might
conceivablyforfeittheirmoraltitletothe
Land and because o-f it, there are, in the
course of history, conquests and migrations which.materially alter the factors
relevant to a just land distribution.
In addition, we have to reckon with
the possibility that, while it was God's
intention that the Jewish people s4hould
grow #p in the Land, it was not God's
intention that they should remain confined within it for ever. This view can
draw support from statements in the
classical sources of Judaism which see
positive value in the Diaspora, for instance that `God scattered Israel among
the nations for the sole purpose that
proselytes should become numerous
among them'3.
Today's Progressive Jews would

wish to qualify that by stressing the
positive value of the Jewish people's
unceasing attachment to the Land and
of the modem rebirth of Israel in its
ancient homeland, though without
negating the Diaspora. But to invoke allegeddivinepromisesinancientHebrew
literature as a ground for claiming
present ownership of the Land is not an

option open to non-fundamentalists.
In addition to divine promises of the
Land, the Bible abounds in praises of
it, as `a land flowing with milk and
honey' (Exod. 13:8); `a good land'
(Deut. 8:7)' `the most beautiful of all
lands' (Ezek. 20:6, 15); etc. These are
authentic expressions of a love for the
Land which requires no apology.
More difficult is the concept of the
`holiness' of the Land (ifed2tsfeclf

%oarefz). `The Land of Israel,' says
the Mishnah, `is the holiest of all
lands'4. Admittedly, the term is there
used in a technical legal sense, the is~
sue being the geographical provenance

of Temple offerings. Hyam Maccoby
was therefore- right when he wrote:
`The Land of Israel was indeed regarded as holy in various

fecz/cz4%z.c

ways but this territorial holiness is not
a mystical value in Judaism'5.
Nevertheless, the concept of holiness as a supernatural quality that
inheres in the Land does seem to be
implied in the disqualification of other
lands for cultic purposes and in a
number of czgg¢dz.c statements, for instance, that `the very air of the Land of
Israel makes wise'6, that `those who
live in the Land of Israel are as if they
had a God and those who live outside
the Land of Israel as if they had no
God'7, that `those who live in the Land
of Israel live without sin'8 and that,
`once the Land of Israel had been cho-

sen, all other lands were excluded from
Divine revelation' 9.
In so far as such a `mystical' concept

is to be found in Jewish tradition, it must
be questioned from a Progressive point
of view. For it is clearly incompatible
with the omnipresence of God, which is
a necessary corollary of monotheism,
and obscures an essential distinction: between the holiness of God, which is
primary and the `holiness' of things, persons, places and times assocz.ofed with
God, which is secondary.
The question of the `holiness' of the
Land is closely related to that of its
borders, for it is only within these that
its `holiness' is said to reside and from
that distinction a number of legal consequences follow, as we have already
seen and shall see further.
These borders, however, were variously conceived in different periods,
depending partly on the actual extent
of Israel ' s territorial control at the time
and partly on the writer' s imagination.
Within the biblical period, it is customary to distinguish three stages,
respectively associated with Abraham,
Joshua and Ezra.
The divine promise to Abraham

reads: `To your descendants I give this

land, from the river of Egypt to the
great river, the river Euphrates...' (Gen.
15: 18-21). This definition is regarded as

an idealistic one which will be fully realised only in the messianic age. In that
sense it is reiterated in Exodus 23:31,
Deuteronomy 1 1 :24 and Joshua 1 :4.
Considerably more modest in extent
is the territory which the generation of
the Exodus are promised through
Moses and largely occupy under
Joshua. This is defined in great detail
in Numbers 34:1-13 and Joshua 12:16, 13:1-7; similar references can be

found in Ezekiel 47: 15-20. It is largely
bounded by the Mediterranean and the
Jordan but spreads some way towards
Egypt in the Southwest and into Syria
in the Northeast. This area, in so far as
it was conquered, is said to have
acquired by that fact a `first sanctifica-

tilon' (kedushah rishonah), whiich,
however, conferred on it only a fe"porcrry `holiness', for what is gained by
conquest can be lost by conquest]°.
Different again, and smaller, was the
area occupied by the Jewish exiles who
returned from Babylonia, following the
decree of king Cyrus, in the days of
Ezra. This area is said to have acquired
a `second sanctification' (kec7wsfec!fe

sfeenz.jry¢fe) which, perhaps because it

resulted from a royal decree that was
never rescinded, has remained in force
ever sincel I ..

The foregoing is only a sinplified
summary. In fact, the question of the
borders of the Land is a great deal
more complicated, both from a fe¢/ar*fez.c and from a historical point of
view]2. However, we need not pursue
these complications, for we shall argue
that the precise nature of the ancient
borders has no relevance to the contemporary territorial question.
The Bible tells at length how, by
various stages, the Israelites entered
and took possession of the Land. In the
period of the Patriarchs the process is
depicted as a largely peaceful one, involving migrations (Gen. 12:1-6),
treaties (Gen. 21 :22-34, 26:26-31) and
purchases (Gen. 23:3-20, Gen. 33: 19).

By contrast, the occupation of the Land
under Joshua involved violent conflict
with its inhabitants. According to the
Bible, it was nevertheless carried out
in response to divine command. Here
are some of the key passages:

`The Etemal One spoke to Moses ...,
•Speak to the children of Israel and say

to them: When you cross over the Jordan into the land of Canaan, you shall
drive out all the inhabitants of the land
from before you... You shall take pos-

session of the land and settle in it'
(Num. 33:52f). `When the Eternal One
your God brings you into the land
which you are about to enter and possess and casts out many nations before
you - the Hittites, the Girgashites, the
Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites,
seven nations mightier and more numerous than you ..., then you shall
utterly destroy them; you shall make
no covenant with them and show them
no mercy' @eut. 7:1f; see also Deut.
11:31 and 12:29).

These passages raise an obvious difficulty: how can they be reconciled
with the belief in a universal, just and
merciful God? Presumably we are
dealingherewithanexposz/crcfojustification of past events. We therefore
wonder whether the Occupation was
reallyeffectedbyonemajorcampaign,
as recounted in the book of Joshua,
rather than a series of minor incursions,
as the historical evidence suggests and
whether it cow/d have been effected by
peaceful means. We should also note
that, as Rabbi W. Gunther Plaut points
out in his rora% Com"e#}crry'3, the injunction to annihilate the Canaanites
was never carried out and the passages
in question, attributed to the age of
Moses, need to be understood in the
light of a much later struggle with
Canaanite idolatry.
Nevertheless, the imperatives contalned in these passages raise, from a
fecz/afrfez.c point of view, the question

whether they were addressed only to
the generation of the wildemess or remained in force. In other words, is
there a continuing obligation upon
Jews to settle in the Land?
The predominant fecz/czfr#z.c answer is

Yes. Rabbinic literature goes so far as
to say that the VIz./zi;czfe of living in the

Land is as weighty as all the other
7#z./zi;of put together! ]4. In the Middle

Ages, the prime exponent of the view
that the mz.£zvczfe remains in force was

Nachmarides. `Ramban understands
all the passages of the Torah instructing the Jewish People and Joshua to
conquer, take possession and settle the
Land as being commands not addressed to that generation alone but to
all future generations']5. Accordingly,
he regarded it as a biblical law (mz.-deoroz.fc!), based on Numbers 33:53, and

criticised Malmonides for not including it in his compilation of the 613
Commandments]6.

As to why Maimonides did not includeit,therehasbeenmuchspeculation.
According to the Talmudic Encyclopaedia, he regarded it as having the force

of only rabbinic (mz.~c7e-rczbbcr#cz#), not

biblical law]7. But Rabbi David Bleich
writes: `The simplest and most obvious reason for this omission is that

in so far as they undertake to observe
the Siren Noachide Laws, for it says,
`They shall not live in your land'

by the former Chief Rabbi of the
United Hebrew Congregations of the
British Commonwealth, Lord qumanu-

a3xod. 23:33). Since Christians and

el) Jakobovits and by his successor,
Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks. Hyam
Maccoby summed up their position
and his own, when he wrote that `the
requirements of peace come before
considerations of territory in rabbinic
thinking. The holiness of the land does
not preclude the right of a Jewish ruling
body to come to terms with an enemy in
the interests of overall peace, even when
such tens involve the ceding of a por-

Rambam does not view this injunction
as constituting a mandatory obligation
binding upon all generations... It thus
follows that, in our time, according to
Rambam, there is no divine imperative
requiringaJewtoremovehimselffroin
the Diaspora and to establish residence

Muslims have since the Middle Ages
been considered monotheists in Jewish
law, that should present no problem;
yet there is a rigorous view which
would require non-Jews claiming such
status to make a formal declaration of
allegiance to the Noachide Laws be-

in Israel' ]8. But Bleich goes on to point

fore a rabbinic court!23

out that, `in the absence of Rambam's
position one would be hard put to ex-

Furthermore, since these prohibitions apply to all areas now under
Israel's control, they could be used as
an argument against the surrender of
any part of them on the ground that this
would cause real estate that `belongs'
to the Jewish people to pass into nonJewish hands. Accordingly, an Israeli
Orthodox rabbi has declared that `the
precept of fo recho7z#e" certalnly applies and no part of Eretz Israel must
on any account be handed over to nonJews, whether individually or by the

This argument is very powerful in
view of Judaism's immense emphasis
on the ideal of peace as well as the
halaJchicprirlc;xphet:hafpikkuachnefiesh
takes priority over all other commandments except those forbidding idolatry,
incestandmurdel29.Uhfortunately,however, it is not unassailable. For it is
possible to contend that since war, by its
nature, involves casualties, the principle

national authorities.24.

ofpz.faha4czch 7!e/es% cannot apply to it.

These extreme views, held by much
of the ultra-Orthodox leadership, have
been intensified by a fervent conviction that recent events - the rebirth of a
Jewish State after 2,000 years, the Six
Day War, the Entebbe Raid, etc. - betoken nothing less than `the footsteps
of the Messiah' and `the beginning of
redemption'. Those. affected by this
eschatological syndroine live in a
dreamworld which has its own logic
but bears no relation to any sober reality and become natural allies of secular
foms of ultranationa]ist fanaticism,
which is likewise disdainful of reason.
Thus Rav Avraham Elkana KahanaShapira: `The very existence of a

Thus Rav Shlomo Aviner quotes
Rav Avraham Kood as follows: `All
activities designed to transfer ownership of parts of Eretz Israel from the
hands ofgentiles to those of Jews come
within the definition of the Divine
commandment to conquer the Land of
Israel, outweighing all the commandments of the Torah. This is bone out
by the fact that, by definition, the Torah obliges us to implement this
precept even to the point of war, which
naturally entails risking the loss of
life'3°. Similarly, Rav Yehoshuah
Menachem Ehrenberg writes: ` Since the
Torah obliges us to conquer Eretz Israel
with all the danger to life that this involves, how can we justify giving up
territory that we have already conquered

cuse failure to settle in |srael'19.
Progressive Jews would endorse the

most liberal interpretation of Maimonides' minority opinion. There can be no
question of an ob/z.gr#.o# on all Jews to
settle in Israel. Progressive Judaism recognises the unique opportunities and
challenges which the State of Israel offers.ManyProgressiveJewshavesettled
there and Progressive Jewish organisations have endorsed the 1951 Jerusalem
ProgrammeoftheWorldZionistOrganisation with its call for `the ingathering of
the Jewish people in its historic homeland Eretz Israel through czJz.)/czfe from all

countries' but with the explicit or implicit qualification that a/I.j/czfe is to be

encouraged,notdemanded,andthatJewish life in the Diaspora also continues to
have positive value.
We now turn to the negative side of
theBible'sexhortationsconcemingthe
occupation of the Land: its call for the
expulsion, if not annihilation, of its
indigenous population. Do these antigentile ordinances play any role in
post-biblical fecz/cz4fecrfe? Sadly, to some

extent, yes.
We may indeed take it from Bleich
that `there is, in our day, no obligation

to wage war for conquest of Ere/z

"z.}ziJcz% to conquer Eretz Israel indi-

cates that it is God' s will that the whole
of Eretz Israel should be in our possession'25. Similarly, Rav Yakov Ariel
(Shtiglitz): `Any fom of withdrawal
from the regained territories constitutes
a negation of the "z./zi;c[fe and a hindrance to the process ofRedemption'26.
Not CZJ/ Orthodox rabbis take such a
hawkish view. The fomer Sephardi
Chief Rabbi of Israel, Ovadiah Yosef,

yz.srcre/ or for retention of sanctified
territories, even according to the opinion of Ramban'2°. But since the State
of Israel, as a result of a series of wars,
has gained control over a large population of non-Jews, questions about their
status have been discussed by Orthodorx halakhists .
The key verse is Deut. 7:2, especially the phrase /o /ecfeo##em, which
is usually translated `you shall show
them no mercy'. However, already the
Talmud took the verb as coming, not
from chcz#o#, `to have mercy' but from
cfea#afe, `to camp' and interpreted it as
a prohibition against the sale of real

the retention of all the conquered
territories must give way before the
consideration that peace is unattainable without territorial concession, that
in the absence of peace there will be
more bloodshed, that the overriding

estate2] .

ob6ective is pikkuach nofesh (sa.wir\g

There are also further restrictions.
When Jews are in control of the Land,
says Maimonides22, they may not per-

human life) and that it is for political
and military experts to judge how this

mit idolaters to live in it at all, except

Similar views have been expressed

holds that the fear/o4fez.c arguments for

Can best be secured27.

tion of the land categorised as ho|y'28.

beca;NIs;a of p{kJwh neif esitc1.'3\.

.

The Orthodox position is not monolithic. But there is agreement that the
Scriptural promises are to be taken at
face value; that the Land is holy; that
de/.a/re it belongs to the Jewish people
and to no other, for ever; and that in the
messianic age it will be so de/¢cfo.
Thus the Jewish claim to the Land is
grounded in the Divine Will as revealed in Scripture, a point commonly
reinforced by reference to Rashi's
comment on the first verse of Genesis,
where he asks why the Bible begins
with the creation of the world and,
quoting Psalm 111:6, replies: `So that,

if the nations were to say to Israel,
"You are robbers ..., " they may be able
to reply, `The whole earth belongs to
God, who created it and gave it to
whomever He pleased; by His will He

gave it to the seven Canaanite nations
and by His will He took it from them
and gave it to us".'
Beyond that, there is divergence,
particularlyconcerningtherightsofnonJewsintheLandandtherelatedquestion
whether it is pemiissible to relinquish
parts of it for the sake of peace.
What is most striking, however, is the
almost total absence, in Orthodox fe¢/aifej.c writings, of any recognition that the
Land is the subject of conflicting claims
by two peoples, Jewish and Palestinian,
whichneedtobeadjudgedinthelightof
universal-ethical principles.
A Progressive view would begin by
denying the fundamentalist basis on
which the Orthodox view rests. It
wouldsaythattheallegeddivinepromises contained in Scripture are not
objective statements of God' s Will but
sut)jectiveperceptionsofitwhichneed
to be understood in their historical context and that the invocation of such
texts to `prove' Jewish ownership of the
Land three millennia later is inadmissible. Similarly, it would malntaln that the
`holiness' of the Land is only a metaphor
which has no relevance to the present
debate and that such issues as the borders
of the Land and the rights of non-Jews
within it need to be considered in the
light of the universal-ethical principles
Ofjustice, humaneness, compassion, democracy, the need for intemational
law-and-order and the imperative of
peace. These principles, while rooted
in Judaism, also transcend it, demanding the assent of civilised humanity.
Judged by these criteria, the Jewish
claim to the Land is very strong and
needs no support from an antiquated
theology. The millennia-old association of the Jewish people with the
Land; their persistent love and longing
for it; their unjust expulsions from it;
the continuous presence they have
nevertheless maintained in it; their
desperate need for a haven from persecution, especially before and after the
Holocaust; the stupendous achievements of the Zionist pioneers and of
the State of Israel, including the
absorption of a vast number of immigrants: all these constitute a powerful
claim which no fair-minded person
would deny.
But not an exclusive claim. For the
Land was not empty when the Zionist
resettlement began. It had an Arab

population which, until after the Seeond World War, remained a large
majority, including many who had
lived in the Land for generations, even
centuries and were deeply attached to
its soil. Understandably, they resented

the growing Jewish immigration and,
still more, the displacement of hundreds ofthousands oftheirpeople which
resulted from the establishment of the
Jewish State. Therefore they have
developed their own Palestinian nationalism, mirroring Jewish nationalism and
likewise demanding to be heard. Thus
the Palestinian-Arab claim to the Land,
though different from the Jewish one, is
also substantial.

Accordingly, it has been obvious to
liberal-minded people all along that, if
there is to be any semblance ofjustice,
the two peoples must in one way or
anothersfeare the Land. One way might
have been the binational solution, advocated by the first President of the
Hebrew University, Judah L. Magnes,
who was a Progressive rabbi. But it
was rejected by both sides and left partition as the only remainingjust option.
That has been the all but unanimous
view of the intemational community for
the past fifty years. It was the Uhited
Nations' partition resolution of 1947
which made possible the establishment
of the State of Israel and gave it legitimacy in international law. Furthermore,
the parition principle has been periodically reaffimed by UN resolutions
which the State of Israel has endorsed.
The current peace process honours
the principle by calling for mutual
recognition between Israel and the Palestinians and promising the latter
autonomy in Gaza and much of the
West Bank. The solution it envisages
may be far from perfect and has yet to
be fully worked out through negotiation
but it represents a big step towards ajust
solution of the conflict, or as just a solution as is now realistically attainable. As
such, it should be supported by all Jews
both in Israel and in the Diaspora.
What is here argued is not a political
but a religious view. It is predicated on
the most basic principles of Judaism,
as Progressive Jews understand it: that
the God of Judaism is the universal God
who, having created all human beings in
the Divine image, cares for them with an
imparial love; a moral God who demands justice, compassion and peace;
and who expects the Jewish people not
onlytopursueitsownself-interestbutto
be `a lig`ht to the nations' ¢sa. 49:6).

These religious and moral principles
make it incumbent on Jews to seek a
relationship of mutual respect, understanding and reconciliation with the
Palestinian people. The present peace
process gives Israel an unprecedented
•opportunity to do that and so to demonstrate to a world crying out forjust
such a demonstration that it is possible

to transcend nationalism, show magnanimity, achieve compromise and

transfom enmity into friendship.
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FUTURE 0F REFORM MORE GOD, MORE JEWISH, MORE HUMBLE
MA;NNA rarely publishes long essays -except, that is, as the MANNA Essay,
in the middle flour pages. But when we were offered, for our fiiftieth issue, a superb essay
by Eugene Borowitz, the outstanding liberal Jewish thinker Of our times,
we were more than happy to make an exception.

now almost all Jews who could
FOR NEARLY
modemize TWO
have done
CENTURIES
so. They
knew that modernity was good for
them, that the great gains that democracy, equality and opportunity afforded
them overrode the Jewish problems
connected with modernization. The

genius of Reform Judaism, as Michael
Meyer has shown in his impressive history of our movement, Response to
Modernity, lay in adapting to and seeking to transform this determining social
development. And since this thmst to
be part of modemity still drives much
of contemporary Jewish life, it continues to energize Reform Judaism.
But if modemity is losing its allure
and we are moving toward a

postmodern era, then we should be
changing certain of our emphases. I
propose no more than that but I
consider them course corrections
critical to our continuing religious
vitality.

Let me immediately qualify my
aims. No-one can be certain where history and culture are heading so these
views are speculative. But they come
with considerable evidence behind
them and spring from a perspective
that uniquely clarifies the many
changes we see taking place around us.
Then too, I use the term "postmodem"
without stressing the "post," though
some postmodems want to create a
contemporary equivalent to the ghetto.
By contrast, I think it important that
we carry forward what we believe are
modemity's lasting spiritual insights.
Nonetheless, "post" must not be
slighted for I am also convinced we
cannot import modern spirituality into
a changed ethos without reshaping its
central affirmations.
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Jewish turn to mysticism now seems a
natural reaction against modemity's
rigid rationalism.

The cultural shift called postmodemism did not first arise among
Jews out of their unique recent
experience. Rather, it was evident all
over Western civilisation as the twentieth century proceeded and doubts
about modemity' s beneficence became

prominentandwidespread.Twoparticu1ar irritants were political malfeasance
and the general deterioration of the
quality of life. Disappointment increasingly tinged much of life with
dejection. The Enlightenment, the intellectual credo of modernity, had
promised that replacing tradition with
rational scepticism, hierarchy with democracy and custom with freedom
would bring messianic benefits. The
conclusion was inescapable: it certainly has not.
On a deeper level, the loss of confidence in Enlightenment values came
from the collapse of its intellectual
foundations. The assumptions about
mind, self and human nature that once

powered the bold move into greater
freedom now seems questionable. All
had a profound influence on modemized Jews, those virtuosi of cultural
adaptation. To give three instances: rereadingAbrahamHeschel'stheoretical
works today one hears his plea for an
authoritative, God-centred revelation
as a premature response to this change
of mood. It also helps to explain the
evanescence of "modem Orthodoxy"
into "centrist Orthodoxy" while the
most vital growth on the religious right
came among those groups who consciously distanced themselves from the
modem. And the utterly unanticipated

The demystification of modemity is
manifest in many fields. But it has no
accepted ideology though some would
like to make the French critic and philosopher Jacques Derrida its central
theoretician. For many reasons, I think
postmodemism is best described as a
moving cultural wave continually redirected by people applying its energy
to their activity. Architecture offers the
most accessible example. There one
sees the sleek, spare buildings of the
modem master Mies van der Robe succeeded by the imaginative, decorative
ones of his former disciple Philip
Johnson. In musical composition the
tight clamps of an earlier formalism
now often open into looser, more expressive creations. In academic and
cultural circles these developments
have been closely identified with liter-

ary criticism and the effort to refashion
philosophy. Here Derrida's influence
dominates.
Let me risk the violence of summing
up his highly complex, still evolving
thinking in the proposition that cuts to

the heart of my concern with his
thought: words are all we have. There
is no way, as philosophers long
dreamed, of starting our reasoning with
notions that are simply "given" or
"self-evident" and thus incontestable
foundations for all our subsequent
knowledge. For if mood becomes
thought only as it is verbalized and is
then necessarily shaped by the lan-

guage in which it is expressed, making
sweeping claims for one's thoughts
becomes grandiose. Thinking and writing should best be understood, Derrida
and many others argue, not as unmask-
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ing reality but as elegant word play.
This line of reasoning and other
convergent ones have as good as destroyed the supreme confidence

views in my book, Re#ewz.#g ffee CoyL/ew. I will shortly present its three
underlying principles and draw their

uted in countless ways to the betterment of human lives.
This reliance on human knowledge
and activism came in conscious rejec-

modems had in the human mind -that

implications for a postmodem Refom

tion of the "premodern" form of

is, as their science and culture exem-

Judaism. But since mine is the first
full-scale postmodern theory of

religiosity, one dominated by God.
Thus in Judaism, God descends on Mt.
Sinai, God gives the Torah and,
thereby, God transforms an aggregate
of slaves into the people of Israel. So in
the Bible and prayer book God speaks,
commands, listens, answers, observes,
judges, rewards, punishes, forgives,
helps, saves/redeems and much else.
Founding Jewish lives, individual and
communal, on the One Sovereign of
the universe had the great virtue of
bringing stability and security into existence and investing it with
incomparable holiness. But by the late
middle ages it also tended to make
Jews so dependent on God that, by
modem standards, they seemed passive and unduly dependent. This

plified
it.
But
as
they
have
demythologized the Cartesian notion
of "clear and distinct ideas" the

postmodems have also deconstructed
ethics and turned moral imperatives
into just words about words. No Jewish
thinker, no sensitive human being,
could fail to be appalled by this potential nihilism, particularly when we have
been witness to one ethical outrage
after another. With the memory of the
Hitler occupation still alive in France,
the Derrideans have not been blind to
this problem and their writing is often
touched by a strong moral passion. But
none has yet clarified how a deconstructionalist could have commanding
ethics, something with the urgency of
biblical commands. An American phi1osopher, Edith Wyshogrod, has made
a notable effort in this direction by her
study of a number of female moral
exemplars. But the distance between
good models and compelling norms
remains great.
My own postmodernism has moved
in a quite uncommon direction.
Against Derrida's confident assertion
that it is no longer possible to have any
"foundations" for our thought, I know

myself to be a Jew first and an adherent of a philosophical system second.
What I believe may be obscure, wavering and difficult to put into words but
to deny it would be to contradict who I
truly am. Despite its hiddenness, my
Jewish faith is real, real enough that,
despite my secularization and sceptical
intellect, I try to base my life on it.
Postmodemism supplies me with as
adequate a cultural language as I can
find to interpret and communicate
``my" experienced life of Jewish belief.

I hastily add about this "my" -in typical postmodem consciousness of the
circularity of all thought -that I do not
mean by this "my" individual, interior
religious experience -which would be
the customary way for a modern religious thinker to proceed. Rather - in
typical postmodern partjcularity - I
claim to read (``my"/our) the Jewish
people's spiritual experience in recent
decades out of my participation and
reflection on it. Most of our community is too highly secularized or
academjcized to scrutinize the reli-

gious sub-text of what we have been
through. But it is just this which
grounds the fuller statement of my
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Judaism - and a maverick, nonDerridean, theological one at that - let
me take a few words to explain why I
find the cultural climate created by
Derrida's work the least inadequate
way today to express my intuition of
Jewish truth.
Postmodemism's rejection of foundations ends hnear logic's claim to
exclusive value and analytic rationality's privileged role as the required style
for serious exposition. It thus allows
for the kind of "thick" writing in theology that anthropologists have found
helpful in describing a foreign culture's
many layers. With "objectivity" unattainable -how can any one person's
language claim to be adequate to
everyone, everywhere's truth? - the
religious thinker's particularity -gender, race, class -now has a proper role
in thinking and that speaks to one certainty of my/our Jewish religiosity.
Lazy, self-indulgent or anti-intellectual
writers can exploit this postmodern lin-

guistic openness to produce works that
seem to me less "thought" than effusion. But I tmst the Jewish community
to determine in due course which statements of its corporate faith have value.
I can epitomize my understanding
of Jewish religious postmodemity as
revisions of three modem views: (1)
that of people's utter priority to God,

(2) that of the individual self's utter
priority to community and, as a result
of rethinking these prior two, (3) that
of utterly independent personal autonomy.
First, modem religiosity -including
the Jewish - is more sure of people
than of God. Thus its typical procedure
is to identify some certainty about
human beings and then move from it
toward what people can then reasonably call God. In modern Jewish
thought Hermann Cohen's foundation
was rationality, Mordecai Kaplan's the
experience of growth and development
in a culture and Buber's the I-thou ex-

perience - though his God has some
independence. Religion is thus always
a personal spiritual quest, as secure or
as ambivalent as its human base allowed. Making humanity the basis of
one's religiosity had the virtue of encouraging people to use their
individual and communal power to do
the good, a liberation which contrib-

perspective made the freedom granted
by the Emancipation a means to greater
fulfilment and thus highly attractive.
However, we can now see that modernity's self-confident activism tended
to let human judgment fully replace
God as the ground and guide of human
value, a gross overestimation of human
goodness and discerrment.
For some postmodems the disillusion with messianic modernism
validates a return to classic religiosity
with God at its centre and this powers
the recent rise of fundamentalism in all
the religions of Western civilisation.
But most postmodems intuit something
different - a relationship between God
and people that is less God-dominated
than the traditional religion taught but
also less people-dominated than the
modems proclaimed. These believers
sense the reality of a God who grounds
our values yet makes room for human
independence and calls human beings
into active partnership.
With the rationalism that was once
Refom Judaism.s glory now largely
discredited, a search for a secure
ground of value is under way among
us and its code word is "spirituality."
But thus far, our leadership has been
unable to free itself from the inhibitions
which
a
self-confident
modemism made standard among us
some decades back. That is, placing
our trust in humanity we were quite
content to put God at the margins of
our religious concern. If that did not

make Refom Jews agnostics - and a
good case can be made for that characterizing all American Jews of some

Continued on next page
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years back - we were effectively agnostic. So, rather briefly, we could

confidently welcome the "death of
God" because we knew that all the real
activity in history was in our hands.
Some among us still hold that position, finding it so intolerable that any
"God" should relate to a world like

ours that they prefer to place their faith
in people. But for some time that confidence in the human has become more
problematic than believing in God.
Thus it is no longer daring and all;o#Z

garde among us to flaunt one's disbelief or revel in one' s challenges to God.
That change of ethos is a reproach to
the institutional lag which acts as if the
old pervasive agnosticism still reigned.
Speaking boldly about God is not without its problems but grounding
messianic striving and hope in any realistic view of humanity or social
institution is illusory.

The Reform Movement must find a
way to face up to God's real, central
role in our faith - and if that spatial
metaphor somewhat overstates our
non-Orthodox stance, let me say more
precisely that it is God's real, significant, ongoing role in our covenant

partnership with God that needs to be
made clear. I do not know how long
we can go on trying to be religiously
relevant to our most sensitive people
by tying spirituality to study, observance or liturgical innovation, without
ever emphasizing the God who stands
behind them. Of course Jewish acts are
indispensable. But the spirituality we
know we need will not arise without
our forthrightly acknowledging the
Relating-Other, that Ultimate One who
is the ground of the universe and the
dynamic source of its values - with
God and God's reality understood in
any one of the different ways thought-

ful Refomi Jews affirm.
Second, modems thought truth to be
fundamentally universal, that is, ap-

plying to everyone, everywhere even
as gravity applied in the furthest
reaches of the universe. So defining
something meant relating it to the class
in to which it fit. Explaining something meant showing how it operated
in terms of a broad scale of natural
process. This had the exhilarating
effect of indicating how everything
could, in theory, be related to everything else and this pervasive sense of
nature's unity brought a new breadth
of vision into every field of endeavour.
This led the philosopher Immanuel
Kant to insist that only when moral
imperatives applied universally - to
everyone, everywhere in the same situ-
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ation -should they be called "ethical,"
an idea that still powers efforts to include "outsiders" in our communities.
Modernizing Jews have had good reason to love this liberating vision and
enshrine it in their intense commitment
to ethics as the essence of religion.
Again, this reversed the premodem
religious view in which God's revelation
came to a particular group and not to
anyone else. In classic Judaism, only
the people of Israel received the Torah,
Written and Oral and by its standards
the people of Israel understands itself
as chosen, dubbing other peoples ``the
nations." The people God loves has
duties incumbent on it alone and when
they are observant they receive God's
special favour. This consciousness of
God's support made the Jews indifferent
to their host culture's sense of spiritual
superiority and armoured the Jews for
their survival over the centuries.
By contrast to the premodern judgment of others by God-given ingroup
criteria, modem Jews first determine
what is true universally and then investigate how Judaism exemplifies it.
Thus Cohen, Kaplan and Buber all flrst
determine what is true for everyone rationality, sociology, or the I-thou ex-

perience - and then create a theory of
Judaism to conform with it. In the days
when the Jewish agenda gave priority
to demonstrating that Jews were human, this method was invaluable. Its
universalistic hermeneutic revealed a
dimension of Judaism not previously
so evident.
Today a changed Jewish and human
situation has made two flaws in the
prioritizing of the universal painfully
evident. After the Holocaust, Jewish
survival could no longer be a subordinate Jewish concern. And the notion of
diminishing our Jewish particularity so
as to gain acceptance in a civilization
that could conduct or tolerate a Holocaust seemed ludicrous. Many Jews

gradually realized that being and staying a Jew was elementally right and
that made the old unbridled
universalism wrong.
Moreover, if truth is fundamentally
universal, then all particular forms of
its expression - including Judaism are in principle expendable, a view that
appears to give sanction to giving up
or drifting out of Judaism. In the growing practice of intermarriage these
theoretical musings became a disturb-

ing, practical threat -one which recent
statistical data massively indicate leads
to a generational abandonment of Judaism. Jews had to face the issue of
whether they were content to be a "ter-

minal" generation, one happy to keep
Judaism alive for itself and such of its
children as wished to carry it on for a
while. For that implied acquiescence,
if with reluctance, to the ongoing atrophy of Jewishness and the sapping of
its vitality. For those whose Jewishness was too elemental for that, it was
clear that the supremacy of the universal was a faulty standard.
Many groups in Western civilization had come to a similar conclusion.
People of diverse races and cultures
began protesting the moral arrogance
of an ideal which said, in effect, that
they would be more fully human if
they became more like the cultured
Western, white man. Another blow
against the universality of the universal came from feminists who rebelled
against the subordination of their gender to male criteria claiming to be
correct for everybody, everywhere. Intellectually, these groups had been

preceded by Marxism, psychoanalysis
and anthropology and, more recently,
by deconstructionism. They denied
that anyone, necessarily speaking out
of a given class, a given self, a given
culture and a given language, could
enunciate something true about everyone, everywhere.
If human beings are quite particular
and everything we posit arises from
our specific situation, then the partic.ular inevitably precedes the universal.
Should one affirm the commanding
truth of uriversalism - as most contemporary Jews are led by their folk
experience and faith to do - then it
arises out of one's personal/communal/historic situation, in our case, by
our being Jews who have learned
something from emancipation.
This priority of the particular to the
universal is thus the second characteristic of my postmodernity.
In many ways it has been easier for
the Reform Movement to particularize
its modem universalism - more precisely, to balance its universalism with
a healthy particularity - than to put
aside its old agnosticism. History has
forced most Jews to recognize the spuriousness of their old claim simply to
be people-in-general who happened to
be Jews. And those who have persisted
in this often self-hating dream of transcending their origins generally drift
out of our community. Besides Reform
Judaism and the other modernized versions of our faith have made clear how
much satisfaction there can be in living
as a Jew. So, too, the State of Israel,
despite our occasional worries about
its soul, has by the impressive quality
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of its human reconstruction, added incomparable pride to that lustrous old
title "Jew." The overwhelming majority of Reform Jews have rejoiced in the

effort to make Reform freedom a
means of deciding what of our tradition and creativity to odd to our lives.
Prior generations, avidly seeking acceptance, only saw Reform freedom as
authority to deJudaize. They gloried in
departicularization and their spiritual
offspring still decry as "orthodoxy"
any effort to reclaim valuable aspects
of our tradition.
We have, however, gone nearly as
far as one can go in exploiting the
human bases of our Jewish loyalty the Holocaust, the State of Israel, the
joys of Jewish living. Earlier genera-

tions of Refomi Jews knew that the
premodern doctrine that God had
chosen us was incompatible with a
modern, democratic existence. Not being particularistic wimps, they
forthrightly asserted the virtue of our

particularity as resulting from the
"mission of Israel" to all humanity, out

of a mix of Hermann Cohen's philosophy of Judaism as the religion of reason
pczr exce//once and their own sense that
it was right to be distinctively Jewish,
they said we existed as a people because we were uniquely able to teach
ethical monotheism to humanity. Our
universal task justified our particular
existence.
The mission of Israel has long since

faded from Reform Jewish thinking
though one occasionally hears it or its
like in careless rabbinic or lay rhetoric.
The notion that Jews have a unique

racial capacity - so Kaufmann Kohler
- or a unique intellectual insight into
an essentially Kantian universalistic
idea simply cannot survive acquain-

tance with other peoples or realism
about how modem Jews live. Besides,
there is something inherently demean-

ing about having to justify one's
existence in terms of what one does for
other people. But no new Reform Jewish surrogate for chosenness has arisen
to take its place. As long as a growing
turn to ethnic roots among all peoples
and a post-Holocaust, pro-Israel consciousness intensified our particularity,
the Jewish bent for living rather than
thinking about Judaism could mask the
problem. But as freedom and acceptance have more fully become the
condition of Jewish existence, as
religion has retreated from our coxporate relationship with God to become
only each person's private spirituality,
Jewish particularity is in long-term
peril.
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We Reform Jews are badly divided
on what to do about that issue. Large
numbers of us affimi the modem notion that a universal fact of being
human happens in our case to be lived
out in the Jewish tradition -a rich and
rewarding one. While this view brings
some of its adherents to a passionate
concern for Jewish particularity, it provides no rationale other than "valuable
possibility" for staying Jewish and
bearing the sacrifices minority existence entails. Worse, it is a position
which makes Jewish existence dispensable or changeable. Allied with this
theoretical position are those many

people whose families or children have
been involved in intermarriages. They
do not wish religion to be a barrier
between them and those they love.
They find the concept of the priority of
universal humanity validating their
heart's intuition. And that surely seems
a reasonable conclusion from an
unreflective Jewish embrace of modernity.

But on what basis can one today
confidently assert such a universal
truth? It is surely not empirically evident or universally held. Judaism and
its daughter faiths can ground it, at
least insofar as they have been through
the experience of modemization. But
they do so because they have their particular faiths in God's unity and God's
resulting relationship with all human
beings not because they know this from
being people-in-general. And all the
biblical faiths consider the historic
realization of their universalism a matter for messianic, not historical, time.
There is an experiential basis for this
affirmation of particularism and it
comes from the lives of those who have
become conscious on a most primal
level that there is something true about
existence as a Jew, not just for them
personally but for their people. Among
other illusion-shattering disclosures,
the Holocaust made clear that the death
of the Jewish people could become a
reality. The continuing threats to the
existence of the State of Israel confimed that possibility. And the slow

haemonhaging of Jewish loyalty and
dedication through intermarriage have
made it a present peril.
As long as the Refom Movement
does not forthrightly find a way to assert its simultaneous dedication to the
equality of all human beings and its
unequivocal commitment to the irre-

placeable truth of particular Jewish
existence, it confirms the disparaging
charge that it is essentially a "gateway
to assimilation." Continuing silence

about our commitment to Jewish particularity makes us unwitting allies of
those who find the short-term abandonment of Judaism regrettable but
rely on universalism to justify and tolerate its long-term evolution into
ethical living or such. I believe that my
restatement of the doctrine of the covenant provides an intellectually solid,
humanly sensitive, Jewishly grounded
response to that issue. But whether it is
my formulation of the universal/particular dialectic or someone else's,
only such a forthright affirmation of
our particularity will take us beyond
the illusions of modernity.
With regard to these two matters greater involvement with God and with
Jewish particularity - postmodem Orthodoxy and non-orthodoxy agree in
principle if not in means. They disa-

gree over my third affirmation: the
need to keep but reinterpret modemity's notion of personal autonomy.
Orthodoxy allows individual self-determination only as the Torah, God's
revelation, provides for it. Though
caricatures of Orthodoxy ignore it, the
Torah recognizes substantial areas for
personal decision in the observant life.
But to stretch these to the point of dissenting from the Law is a sin and, so it
is charged in the contemporary polemic, leads to all those human
tragedies liberalistic individualism
wildly abets. So many Jews, like peo-

ple of the other great Western faiths,
have turned their back on anarchical
modemity and its degraded life styles
by choosing to be Orthodox.
Despite the appeal of this reasoning
the masses of the three widespread
faiths have rejected orthodoxies. Many
do so out of self-indulgence. They want
to do whatever gives them pleasure to
the extent that they can. But more reflective people, though they agree with
some of the criticism of religious liberalism, have not been convinced that it
was fundamentally in error. They have
found their personal dignity enhanced
by the strong sense of responsibility
engendered by its teaching about selfdetermination. Though they seek
guidance from their leaders and traditions they know they are right to insist
on "making up their own minds" about
what they have been taught.
In the postmodem context, however,
"making up their own minds" cannot

mean a return to the self-confident heyday of modernity. Then autonomy
assumed that individuals had or could
have in their minds, their experience
and their leaming all the resources they
Continued on next page
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needed to determine what they and society should do. In my postmodem
understanding, the self is no monad autonomous entity -but an individuality intimately structured by its
relationship with God and the particular people within which that self
functions. So autonomy now has validity only when it is exercised in intimate
involvement with God as part of one's
community relationship with God, in
our case the people of Israel's historic
relationship with God, the brj.f, the covenant.
This theology obviously does not
call upon our Movement to give up
what has been its chief, if occasionally
troublesome, glory -its respect for the
informed, conscientious individual and
its corporate devotion to works of social action. This third principle gives
both a solid, postmodem theological
foundation. But it also sets autonomy
into a new context and that has certain
practical implications for our Movement.
Once it seemed that "conscience," a
purely human, essentially internal faculty, could give us "God's" truth. Of
course, this always carried the overtone of Kantian or more precisely,
Cohen's nco-Kantian autonomy, that
conscience was utilized in a thoroughly
rational manner. That entailed being
well informed and testing one's decisions against one's effort to treat others
as ends, not as means only and in terms
of their universal applicability. In this

process, God stayed very far in the
background and the "particular" community considered here was humanity
as a whole. Communally, we followed
our universal consciences by asking
what other liberals were saying and
then, generally, joined them by passing resolutions and becoming involved
in political coalitions. Thus Jewish
bioethics has largely become the preserve of the Orthodox and other
traditionalists. Serious inquirers find
they may have some distinctly "Jewish" wisdom to bring to bear on such
issues whereas Reform Jews will only
restate the general liberal positions,

perhaps illustrated by some Jewish
texts. Both the older privately and communal styles of Reform Jewish ethical
decision-making need some reshaping
in terms of our emerging postmodem
sensibility.

It will be easier to characterize the
particularistic component of this shift.
On the personal level it requires us to
stop making our decisions without essential reference to our most particular
communities, our families and the Jew-
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ish people. We need to say plainly,

"Refomi Judaism does not teach that
religion is simply a private matter between you and God - or simply
between you as part of humanity and
God." That individualistic univer-

salism may be an irreplaceable aspect
of Jewish religiosity but our faith is
violated when those who affimi it do
not live it out in community. Thus we
need to make plain that Reform Jewish
decision-making is not just privately
consulting one's conscience. Rather,
among other critical guides, Reform
Jews facing a significant decision
should, to begin with, be vitally con-

cerned with what other Jews - our
community, in all its pluralism - are
saying on this issue and how our
decision will affect our community.
But our people is not merely contemporary, it has a vast tradition of seeking
to serve God in history. Personally and
communally, we therefore need to
ground our deliberation in a deep
understanding of its prior traditions,
specifically, its legal literature, the fro/ar4%afe. Since few of us will be able to

do this adequately, education, publication and rabbinic teaching are
particularly incumbent upon us. Our
institutions, however, have a special
responsibility to be adequately informed in their decision-making.
There are many social problems
which require no profound Jewish
study. When the homeless crowd the
streets, when people are hungry, one
needs no great knowledge of Jewish
sources to know what God requires of
us as Jews. And while this is more

precariously true as on moves into the
broad-scale social, i.e., political arena,

there surely are issues where the exi-

gencies of time and situation as well as
of topic allow for the equation of social action with resolution-passing and

programme-starting. What is now
missing in this largely commendable
entexprise is the serious study and careful evaluation of the alternatives in
critical areas of continuing social concern. If we have a unique capacity for
ethics it is not evident in the publication of much serious Refomi Jewish
ethical literature in recent decades.
Rather one must look to the American
Catholic bishops and some of the Protestant denominations for searching
efforts to probe the teaching of their
traditions, relate it to the specialized
knowledge of our time and respond to
a complex ethical problem faithful to
God's perceived demands. We do not
have the resources to fund as many
such studies as the confusions of our

times warrant. Nonetheless, we need to
be steadily at work on some key questions, instructing our people with our
occasional results, modelling the
Refomi Jewish conscience sensitized
by a thorough study of our tradition as
well as contemporary reflection and
expertise.

It is far more difficult to state how
neo-Kantian autonomy needs to be
modified in terms of a living relationship with God. In part that is because
attending to God is as much a subtle,
inner act as it is actionally and communally expressed and experienced. In
part it is because we are unaccustomed
to speaking directly about our relationship with God and can become quite
uncomfortable when others do. I think
that largely comes from our holding on
to the modern teaching that human
conscience on its own -perhaps vaguely Brounded on a "concept of God" -

protects us from having to be personally involved with God and God-talk.
So we move toward postmodem Jewish autonomy by engaging in the kind
of God consciousness-raising I am
attempting here.
The next thing may well be to
change the tone of our public rhetoric,
particularly in the USA, from one that
radiates self-confldence to one - let me
dare it - more piously modest. I do not
mean by this to encourage Reform
Jewish sanctimoniousness. But as I see
it, we generally know a good deal less
and are considerably less certain than
the current modes of social-political
tussling encourage. We generally need
God's help a good deal more than we
institutionally let on in most matters.
And when issues are serious indeed,

we should be entering upon them with
a certain mix of fear and trembling
before God that it is wrong to repress
and not acknowledge. In general, we
need privately and publicly to be a

good deal more prayerful about the
stands we know we must take, may
God help us. And we need day by day
to be building the kind of intimacy
with God as part of the people of Israel
that will be our chief guide when we
come to one of those awesome moments when the little we or our
community or anyone else has done or
knows helps us divine what God immediately requires of us I
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service and our Rabbi made a special

FROM SPARE ROOM
TO CATHEDRAL
Linda Karm
structural demonstration of
Parkinson's
space
HOUSE LawIS-the THE
expands to accommodate the number
of people sleeping in it. Over the years
of bringing up a family we have had
numerous sleepovers, out-of-town
family staying and friends dropping in
and not going out. So when the leaflet
seeking host families for the Leo Baeck
College Christian Theology weekend
appeared on my desk, it seemed natural
to offer our spare room.

0UR

We are a ``questioning" family. Joining a Reform synagogue opened the
way for us to rediscover our own faith
through reading, general study and by
helping to form a Cfecz"rczfe in which
we study kabbalah and kabbalistic
texts. In these ways, over the years, our

own commitment to Judaism has
strengthened and so too, in their own
way, has that of our sons.
But we have never sought only Jewish friendships. I count as one of my
closest ffiends an Irish Catholic woman
I met at work over twenty years ago.
We also have many other non-Jewish
friends, including a Hindu couple and
an Episcopalian American married to a
Christian Czech. It is who they are, not
what they are, that counts.
Before our guests' arrival, we were
given their timetable by the college.
This included spending Friday evening
and Saturday morning with us, with an
option to accompany us to Synagogue.
Roger and Stephen arrived on Thursday evening. They were both studying
at St. John's, the Evangelical College
in Nottingham. Roger told us he was
taking a Theology Degree, not training

for ordination, whereas Stephen was
due to be ordained in July 1995 under
the auspices of the Chester Diocese. It
was easy to visualise Stephen in a cleric's robes. You could almost see his
dog-collar. Both he and Roger were in
their early 30s, Stephen having been a

teacher and Roger having worked in a
bank. Roger, in complete contrast, appeared to be more at home in an army
unifomi - he was in the Territorial
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Army -and we could see him working
with young people. As he said, he was
more the "clappy happy" type.
One of the first things Steve wanted
to see was my kitchen. This seemed a
strange request until I realised he was
interested in our dietary laws. I showed
him the separate crockery, cutlery and
cooking utensils and answered his
questions. I told him that, as a Reform
Jew, it was not so much obeying the
lawsper se but using the laws as a way
of reminding myself who I am and
what I am each time I reach for a particular knife, plate or cup. When I
showed him the completely separate
cupboard containing my "Pesach"
kitchen equipment, he found this al-

most too much to comprehend especially as it was only for seven days
a year.
That was when I invited him and
Roger to our Seder. Steve said he
would be able to come but Roger
would not - he would be on an Easter
Mission. But he asked if he could come
another year. I said `yes'. I did not
really know if it would happen but
hoped it would. They both knew what
the Seder was but I showed them our
fJczggedo/ and explained a little more,
talking about Moses and the Exodus.
Steve said "You speak about it as if it
happened to your family, as if you
knew them." I said "That's what Judaism is all about."
When we went to synagogue, both
Roger and Steve wanted to wear
Az.ppof. We introduced them to our
Rabbi, Danny Smith, who as always
was very welcoming to guests. They
both enjoyed the Friday evening service, in particular the things they
recogrised - the Psalms we sang and
some of the prayers.
On Saturday we warned our guests
that this service would be a bit longer
and that as we had one of Edgware's
many double bnei mitzvah services, it
would be very crowded. They both
asked to borrow fa//j.fo£, even though I
said they did not have to. Again, they
found much they recognised in our

point of welcoming them during his
sermon.
We talked late into Saturday night.
They found it interesting that an ordinary middle-aged couple were able to
look at biblical texts in Hebrew and
discuss the differences in nuance and
interpretation. They do not study our
Bible in Hebrew at all. We talked about
the origins or Christianity, Torah and
our own experiences as Jews in a
Christian society.
In the ensuing months, we kept in
touch and Steve did come to our next

Seder. He spent another four wonderful days as part of our family and when
he left he asked if he couldjust come to
see us again, for no reason other than
just to be with us.
So he came back in the following
January. He came again to synagogue
with us and then we showed him local
churches so that he could attend Sunday service. He is a deeply spiritual

man, gentle and kind with a wicked
sense of humour which booms out and
makes the room light up. He is absolutely right to be a priest. When he
invited us to his ordination in Chester
Cathedral we accepted at once.
It was one of the most moving events
I have witnessed. As an outsider it was
riveting to note the emotion as each
ordinand took his or her vows. You
could almost touch thejoy they showed
once they had made their commitment.
The only moment I felt uncomfortable
was when everyone went to take communion. Not that we were made to feel
awkward -it was just feeling different
from everyone else. Afterwards, we
went to say hello to Steve. He hugged
us as though we had made his day.
When the ordinands were accepted, the
Bishop gave each one a beautifully
embroidered sash. At the bottom of
Steve's was an entwined Cross and
Magen David. I asked Steve why. He
said the friend who had made it for him
had known of his deep love of the "Old
Testament". I said it was also symbolic
of our friendship. We hugged again
and hope to see Steve when he can get
away from his duties in Altrincham,
were he is now a curate.
Roger has also kept in touch and we
were delighted to welcome him to our
following Sedorj.in. Both he and Steve
commented that they found our
Sedarrz.in less formal than they had expected and much more fun. Roger was
also surprised at how different two
seda!rz.in could be. One was quieter and
more thoughtful and the other noisy

and more fun - depending on our
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guests. Roger has also become a good
friend. Although he is much more
openly evangelical, we thrive on our
long discussions which sometimes take
us deep into the night. Roger has since
been back to stay with us for a few
days in the summer. He is now in his
final degree year and has a student
chaplaincy placement in Nottingham.
They have both been invited to our
son's Barmz./zi/czfe due about the time
this issue of WL4IVIVA is published.

They have enabled us to break down
barriers and suspicions and to build
bridges between people with deep but
different faiths. We recognize that we
are walking different paths but with
the same destination .

DO AS I SAY OR
DO AS YOU THINK?
Tony Bayfield

a

ANNAKALE. A SOMEWHAT
faded, rather undistinguished
Turkish provincial town which
owes such fame and significance as it
has to its position on the eastern shore
of the Dardanelles, that narrow funnel
through which the Sea of Marmara
empties into the Aegean and separates
Europe from Asia. In classical times,
the Dardanelles was known as the
Hellespont. Legend has it that Leander
swam the treacherous waters nightly to
reach his Hero until he was drowned in
a storm. In her grief, his beloved
drowned herself in the same waters. A
story that much affected Byron to the
point that he, too,
swam the
Dardanelles, a significant feat which
made me revise my view of languid,
poetic types.
If you stay in Cannakale, there is not
much alternative to the Akol Hotel, a

Linda\ Kann is a member Of Edgware & District Re.i;orm Synagogue and currently sits on
its synagogue Council. She is also the Administrator Of the RSGB's Exodus 2000 Campaign
which links Reform Communitie:s in the UK
with emerging Progressive congregations in
the Former Soviet Union.
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grubby modem edifice which seemed
to be frequented, save by us, solely by
innumerable regimented coachloads of
Japanese. They arrived mysteriously
late at night and left incomprehensibly
early in the moming and were otherwise never to be seen anywhere. Why
should the Bay fields allocate three precious days of holiday to Cannakale? A
question that, when we flrst saw the
Akol Hotel, my wife was to ask with a
slightly different tone of voice. The
answer is primarily that, if you want to
see Troy and you want to visit Gallipoli, there are not too many
convenient altematives to Hotel Akol
and you can, at least, see the Dardanelles and Gallipoli from the bedroom
window.
I knew a little bit about Gallipoli
before we paid our visit. I knew that
even before I edited Martin
Sugarman's article in MANNA 49, that
it was one of the great Allied defeats of
the First World War and a major setback in Winston Churchill's career. I
knew that it was one of the great mighthave-beens of twentieth century
history. Had the Allies succeeded in
taking the Dardanelles, re-opened shipping to and from the Black Sea and
reinforced the Russian army, the war

might have ended two years earlier and
the Russian Revolution might never
have taken place. I also knew, from
having watched the film of the same
name, that Gallipoli represents one of
the great turning points in the development of Australia and New Zealand
and ANZAC attitudes to the mother
country, Empire and imperial calls to
duty. What I did not know was that I
would have cause to leave a pebble on
the grave of 22-year-old Private Jacobs
of the Australian infantry. More importantly, I had not realised that the
great Turkish hero of Gallipoli was one
Mustafa Kemal who was to go on from
that military triumph and, in 1923,
found the new Turkish republic out of
the dismembered remains of the Ottoman Empire.
I do not think I have ever been to a
country so clearly moulded by one
man. It is not so much that his statue is
everywhere and that the entire country
except, perhaps, for the seaside resorts,
is littered with quotations. It is that
Kemal Attaturk decided that modem
Turkey would be a European country,
a secular state looking west and turning its back on the Arab world of the
Middle East. It makes for a curious
experience. On the one hand, one has a
very strong sense of still being in Europe. Perhaps it is the wealth of ancient
Greek and Roman archaeological sites.
Perhaps it is the decision to abandon
Arabic script and express Turkish exelusively in Latin letters. Perhaps it is
the abundance of western-style build-

ings - Turkey has one of the
fastest-growing populations in the
world and in no country have I ever
seen migration from the countryside to
the cities more graphically expressed.
Yet, along with every new housing development, goes a new mosque. If the

Refom Movement was building new
synagogues at the rate that Turkey is
building new mosques, the face of
Anglo-Jewry would be very different
indeed -and so would RSGB' s budget.
So Turkey wears its Islam in a
unique way. It represents the back-

Continued on next page
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ground, the culture and a living faith
reality for many people. But it is, at the
same time, a private decision with no
sanctions or public consequences
whichever way the choice goes.
Attaturk's republic is a secular state
with an Islamic inheritance. But
whether or not to respond to the call of
the muezzin, amplified through our
bedroom window at quarter to five
every moming in Istanbul and whether
or not to send your children to the
mosque for Arabic lessons is a matter
of personal choice.
Turkey is a country with problems
on its borders - not surprising, since it
borders the Former Soviet Union, Iran,
Iraq, Syria, not to mention Greece, with
whom it is barely on speaking terms.
Turkey also has a considerable problem with its Kurdish minority whose
aspirations to independence are ruthlessly put down. But the greatest threat
to Attaturk's revolution comes from
Islamic fundamentahsts with a very
different attitude to the way a state and
a society should wear its Islam and
radically opposing views on personal
choice.

But then the challenge of religious
fundamentalism is not unique to Turkey. My liberal Christian friends will
have a thing or two to tell you about
Christian fundamentalists and we did
not need the tragic assassination of

Yitzhak Rabin to be aware of the pall
that Jewish fundamentalists play with
ever-increasing forcefulness in Jewish
life.

On VJ Day last year I did a half an
hour spot on one of the London radio
stations with a long-standing friend and
religious broadcaster, Laurence Spicer,
and a very stimulating Methodist minister. The Methodist minister suggested
that perhaps the least endearing feature
of religion is obedience and as I was
driving home from LBC - or London
Talkback or London News Radio or
whatever it has now become - the full
depth of his perception began to dawn
On me.

There is a stream within religious
thinking which calls for unquestioning
obedience to whatever is the authority
within the religious system. You can
see it in the ayatollahs and fatwahs of
Iran. You can see it in the way that
Christian fundamentalists in the United
States use the Bible. And there is no
question but that you can see that call
for submission to authority, that demanding of obedience within certain
streams of Jewish thinking as well.
As far as Judaism is concerned, you
don't have to look any further than the
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Tora.h Tea.ding tor Rosh Hashanah. Familiarity is a very powerful force and

Isaac. Interestingly, perhaps unwittingly, the Progressive Movements

one takes it for granted that the Torah
reading for this most important day in
the year is the .4fed¢%, the Binding of

gave the j4fredafe even more prominence. Traditionally, it is the reading

for the second day o£ Rosh Hashanah
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but, during that long period when Reform Judaism only observed one day,
the A4edarfe was moved, as it were, to
that one day. But, in any event, it was a
very interesting rabbinic choice of text.
The standard explanation given for its
selection is the ram caught by its homs
in the thicket which echoes the sfeo/or.
But, I suspect, there is much more to it
than that. There are two Abrahams to
be found in the Torah and in Jewish
tradition. One is the Abraham of
Sodom and Gomorrah who argues directly with God. "Will You Sweep
away the innocent along with the
guilty? .... Shall not the Judge of all the
earth deal justly?" The j4fedczfe presents

us with the apotheosis of the second
Abraham. Abraham is commanded by
God to sacrifice his only son and he
shows that he is prepared unquestioningly to do so. Maimonides says quite
clearly that the purpose of the story is
to teach obedience to God. It makes no
difference what God commands, obedience is all. And the Torah text itself
says `since you were prepared to sacrifice your son, now I know that you are
truly a God-fearing man'. There is a
whole stream of rabbinic commentary
which amplifies that view. There is a
very ancient tradition that Abraham
was repeatedly tested during his life
and this was the tenth and final test,
which he passed with flying colours.
And let us just add that this reading of
the text is not exclusive to Judaism.
Many readers will be familiar with the
famous Danish Christian theologian
Soren Kierkegaard, who characterises
Abraham as the supreme `knight of
faith' and who goes so far as to suggest
that obeying God evenjustifies the suspension of the ethical.
But for me - and I suspect for 99%
of us - this is, at best, stuff that makes
us feel uncomfortable and, at worst, an
outrage. God tells you to sacrifice your
child and you are right to obey. Thank

goodness there is also a stream -well,
a trickle - of Jewish commentary
which reads the text in a different way.
My colleague, Rabbi Rodney Mariner,
who has written and preached extensively on the Afedczfe, quotes one of the
leading Hasidic figures, the Gerer
Rebbe, as seeing this final testing of
Abraham not as his ultimate triumph
but as his ultimate failure. "Look
closely in the Torah and you will notice that, until this moment, God and
Abraham have spoken to each other on
many occasions. But, from this moment, God will never again speak
directly to Abraham." It is God who
articulates the test but an angel who
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supplies the `Lay not your hand upon
the child' resolution. The appropriate
response to the test would not have
been the emergence of the obedient
Abraham but rather the reassertion of

the first Abraham - the Abraham who
argues with God and challenges God
over the justice of destroying Sodom
and Gomorrah. One can understand
why the rabbinic authorities of the past
chose the t4#eda% as the Torah reading
fior Rosh Hashanah, which they Tea.a
as a message of faithful obedience. But
I am tempted to suggest that, in the
light of the experience of the twentieth
century, the truly radical response to
our situation would not be to move the
j44edczfe back to the second day ofJiosfe
fJczs%a#czfe but rather to replace it en-

tirely with the Sodom and Gomorrah.
Many of you will be familiar with a
modem gloss on the Abraham story
which is a favourite of progressive rabbis and is often quoted in sermons. It
comes from perhaps a surprising source,
Woody Allen, but let me just repeat an
extract of it because it is so relevant to
the point that I am trying to make.
"And so he took Isaac to a certain
place and prepared to sacrifice him but
at the last minute the Lord stayed Abraham's hand and said, `how could
thou doest such a thing? And Abraham
said, `but thou said .... ' `Never mind
what I said' the Lord spake. `Doth thou
listen to every crazy idea that comes

thy way?'

And

Abraham

grew

ashamed. `Er, not really .... no'. `1 jok-

ingly suggest thou sacrifice Isaac and
thou immediately runs out to do it.'
And Abraham fell to his knees. `See, I
never know when you're kidding.'
And the Lord thundered, `No sense of
humour. I can't believe it.' `But doth
this not prove I love thee that I am
willing to donate mine only son on thy
whim?' And the Lord said, `It proves
that some men will follow any order no
matter how asinine as long as it comes
from a resonant, well-modulated
voice., "
The well-modulated voice has been
around for a very long time indeed but
it reached its crescendo in the twentieth century. I am very conscious of
writing this article at the end of 1995,
in the year in which we have marked
the fiftieth anniversary of the ending

of the war with Germany and of the
war with Japan, the epitome of a disciplined and obedient society.
The j44edczA expresses that most profound of insights that God does not
wish or require us to sacrifice human
beings for God's sake. Offering the
`Ram of Pride' is infinitely preferable

to offering `half the seed of Europe'.
The message about the inviolability
and supremacy of human life is crystal
clear. But the Abraham of the story,
unlike the Abraham of Sodom and
Gomorrah, is the epitome of obedience
and it is obedience as a value, certainly
as a supreme value, that now lies in
question.

I have a hunch that there may be
people who, at this point, think that I
am being disingenuous or even dishonest. `Yes', a reader will murmur,
`you as a rabbi would not want us to

nip off to Mount Moriah and sacrifice
our children. But you would be very
happy if, when it comes to attending
services, observing festivals, getting
involved with social action pro-

grammes or finding nice Jewish
partners, we all did what you say. Rabbis still want obedience, it isjust that if
they are Reform they don't use the
word'. And I would continue to say
`no'. What Refomi rabbis ask is that

you question, that you study, inform
yourself, try out, experience and arrive
at a pattern of Jewish observance and
behaviour which is imbued with a deep
sense of responsibility to our community and our tradition but which is,
ultimately, yours and comes from you.
We have both our hopes and our expectation. But in essence, your
informed and responsible conscience
becomes the authority not the rabbinate -past or present. That is the essence

of the shift from fundamentalism to
responsible autonomy, from religion
which infantilises to religion which demands mature adult behaviour. Better,
far better, an excess of questioning and
challenging in the mode of Abraham at
Sodom and Gomorrah than dutiful and
unquestioning submission to the resonant, well-modulated voice. Better
questioning out of love and knowledge
than blind obedience.
At the museum on the Gallipoli
peninsular they have a badly dented
cigarette case that was in Attaturk's
breast pocket and saved his life when
hewashitbyanANZACbullet.Another
of history's might-have-beens. What,
in fact, is fairly certain is that, were it
not for that cigarette case, Turkey
would not now be a country which is
faithful to Islam but resists theocracy,
fundamentalism and unquestioning
obedience to` religious authority. Fidel-

ity without obedience is our watchword

tool
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD I.s /Ae CAI.e/ Ejrecutive Of the Roform Movement in Britain and
Editor Of MA:NNA. This article is based on a
/99j/57J6 Rosh Hashanah scrmo#.
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KONIN AND PETERSBURG
T PETERSBURG, VASILEVSKY
Island at the mouth of the river

Neva. The icy September breath
of the Gulf of Finland blistered our
faces. Tafiana of Intourist shepherded
her anoraked group of middle class
enthusiasts onto the bn-dge with its
towers adorned with iron replicas of
the prows of ocean-going vessels and
statues of sea deities. She cleared Ler
throat to attract attention. C8Here3'g she

began, "is where Peter the Great first
Tsar of all the Russias, founded the
city of St. Petersburg in 1703."
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Theresa Turk
Something approximating a smile
hovered over her broad Slav lips. "We
seem to have a need in this country to
re-name everything and then re-name
it again. Perhaps it is the only way to
keep up with our history. In 1915,
when it sounded too German - you
will recall that we were participants in
the Great War, comrades in arms with
the Allies, the name was changed to
Petrograd. In 1922, after the death of

Lenin and contrary to his express wish
not to have his name tuned into a
memorial, it was called Leningrad.
Two years ago, to mark the beginning
of the end of our Communist regime,
the name St Petersburg was restored."
Tatiana' s almost too-perfect English
was leavened with ambivalence, disillusion and cynicism. "You see before

you several buildings, the consummate
fruits of the architects Peter drew from
the best schools in western Europe and
an early example of town planning."

Continued on next page
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She gestured to a profusion of baroque
and classical architecture, more voluptuous and brazen but first cousins to
the stately homes of Georgian England. "These are the palaces of an
aristocracy that no longer exists. Since
our revolution of 1917 the buildings
have belonged to the people and are
now museums. As a result we are richly
provided with such establishments the Hermitage, the Ethnographic, the
Maritime... you can see them from
here. You can also see those men selling tourist trash down in the square
below. On no account buy from them a
mclfrj.osfeka - one of those nesting
mother dolls - the paint will have

peeled off by tomorrow. Do not buy a
tin of caviar -it will contain only coloured rice and salt and, please, my
friends, hold tight to your handbags
and cameras. This is the free enterprise
culture we now enjoy. This city can no
longer afford to sweep the streets or
supply clean drinking water but we do
have unemployment and mugging and
an efficient Mafia." We passed through
the small crowd that had collected
round the hawkers and buskers. At a
pavement display, I hesitated over a
wooden Yeltsin doll, which contained
a Gorbachev, which contained a
Brezhnev, which contained a Knischev,
which contained a Stalin, which contained a Lenin which contained a tiny
Tsar Nicholas 11 doll. "Nothing
changes," said Tatiana, ``please get
back into the bus."
We swept down the Moscow
Prospekt, between one fortress-like
apartment block after another. Tatiana
picked up the microphone - her voice
was actually in no need of amplification. "We used to be ashamed," she
started, "of these Stall nist buildings but
the plumbing works and the window
frames fit. People queue to get on the
waiting list for one of them rather than

go into one of the new developments.
God, when I think of how we used to
sit up all night smoking and theorising
about the demise of the old system and
now the impossible has happened. It
has not turned out how we expected.
Yes, I agree, two years is not long in
history but it can be a long time in
someone's life." She sighed. "May I
point out those stone artifacts by the
roadside. They are all milestones,
which Catherine the Great put up to
mark the distance -in versts of course
- to her summer palace at Tsarskoye
Selo. It's called Pushkin now. At the

end of the war the Nazis looted and
plundered and blew up buildings as
they retreated. Pushkin had hardly one
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brick standing on another. Restoration
was started practically the day the
fighting ceased. There is, I suppose,
something to be said for totalitarianism. There were no developers allowed
to build high rise office blocks, like the
ones I understand you have in London
around your St Paul's Cathedral."
The bus stopped. We had arrived at
the bitter, black memorial to the nine
hundred day siege of Leningrad. "They
are still counting the dead," Tatiana
murmured. "Our bureaucrats remained
true to their principles to the end. If
somebody was killed or died from starvation or typhus you had to inform a
Registry Office. There you got a certificate to present at a second office,
which issued an authorisation for burial
for you to take to a third office which
dealt with the actual interment. Many
informants were killed - the shelling
was continuous -before their mission
was completed."
Suddenly, there was a clamour and
the sound of shouts and marching feet.
An untidy procession of a few dozen
soberly dressed and mostly middleaged individuals came into view.
Leading them was an elderly man in an
overcoat beribboned and studded with
campaign medals. Tatiana hastily
elbowed us into the foyer of a large,
functional looking restaurant, explaining that this was a protest
demonstration. A Russian group of

pacifists had been negotiating with a
German counterpart. Their mutual aim
was to add to the epitaph, already inscribed to the millions who had died
for Mother Russia, some words to commemorate those who had been
sacrificed on behalf of their Fatherland. Tatiana shrugged her shoulders.
Brotherly love was a fine thing but a
lot of people still remembered what
they were told should be forgotten. Had
we observed the dozen or so younger
men? They were Afghanistan veterans
- an uncompensated, unemployable,

embarrassing reminder of the country' s
stupidity and failure. Thousands had
been killed in those mountains. In the
west they did not understand that this
had been Russia's Vietnam. You
needed only to look at history - nobody ever won wars in Afghanistan but they had all believed then that it
was a question of who was to be in
control, they or the Americans.
We drove back past Neva, incredibly beautiful in a blazing sunset. At
the hotel, a commissionaire in red ItvCry and top hat and smoking a cigarette
saluted as we straggled past the swing
doors. Tatiana counted us up. "Please be

ready to leave promptly tomorrow," she
sald, ``we are going to Peterhof -forgive
me, I meant to say Petrodvorets."
I waited for the lift and considered
the conspiracy of silence concerning
the Jews of Russia. It was as though
they did not and never had existed. No
word from Tatiana, although she had
looked hard at me in the Hermitage at
the Old Master Collection, when we
stood before Rembrandt's "Portrait of
an Old Jew," re-captioned ``01d Man in
Red". There came to my mind's eye
the elderly man who had led the demo
at the memorial. A typical Russian bear
of a man, square, bull necked with
silver wire for hair. My father had
looked like that. I began to wish so
much that he had not died before the
Soviet Union fell apart, that he could
have gone back to see the smouldering
old Russia which, in his disadvantaged
childhood, was something about which
he could only fantasise. But then he
had always been too anxious. Anxious
and mistrustful that the Jew-hating and
baiting Russia could still make his
existence difficult, despite the reassuring feel of his British .passport. In

peres/roj.fe 's brief span he might have
felt safer.
He could have been six or se`

years old when the First World \
broke out. "Well, who knows?"
would say with a wry smile at his b
certificate, "for two roubles you co
get the clerk to write down anythin
lt had been a problem for Jew
fathers when registering the birth (
son. Should the child be put dowr
younger than the chronological a
which gave more time to arrange bribery or emigration for exampli
the avoidance of up to twenty yet
military service? Or registered as ol(

in order to appear too puny and un(
developed to fight for an unlov
homeland? As a last resort there w
certain minor and not so minor mut
tions that were carried out, perforat
of the eardrums being one of the I
ferred
lesser
procedures.
grandfather however, was adept in
manipulation of small town o
and managed to preserve his
physical integrity.

My father was born and broug
in Konin, a sfefef/ on the western
of the Tsarist empire. The area
invaded and occupied by the Ger]
early in 1915. There was much I
ing in the vicinity and it was soon
that nothing could halt the advan
the enemy. Those Russian troops
could, fled eastwards. Those who (
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not, hid themselves in cellars and storehouses. The population bolted their
doors and fastened their shutters. My
father was a squar.e, s.turdy child as
fearless as he was cunous and stood

peering through the shutter slats, while
his mother wrung her hands and
shouted from the loft for him to join
her and his brothers and sisters. Soon
he observed three horsemen picking
their way over the cobbled street. The
two foremost were magnificent. On
their heads were plumed helmets, in
their hands long lances and on their
high riding boots enormous shining silver spurs, which they pressed into the
flanks of horses caparisoned in more
glory than the picture of the Tsar in the
mayor's office. These were Uhlans, an
elite colps, of whose existence my
father was completely unaware and
they were officers. Following them
came the third rider, a private soldier.
On his back was a harness from which
hung two small openwork wicker
crates and in each crate perched a carrier pigeon with a tiny scroll-like
container attached to one leg.
He could resist no longer. With my
grandmother gesticulating in a frenzy
from an upstairs window, my father
came out of the house, stood on the
pavement and smiled up at the Uhlans.

The first officer surveyed the empty
street and barred windows and smiled
back at the little Jewish boy with his
wild curly sidelocks and skull cap.
"Young sir," he said, "tell me, do you

know where the Russians have gone?"
There was no problem understanding
the German words, so similar to the
language spoken in his home. With the
confidence of the innocent my father
replied, in Yiddish, "The Russians
have gone to St Petersburg." The officer smiled again. ``Thank you," he
said, ``you are a brave boy." He spurred
his horse and galloped off, taking with
him his fellow officer, the pigeon carrier and the first and only exciting
event of my father's childhood. In later
years he often recalled the episode ineluding his pride at remembering the
name of the capital city. He also recalled the subsequent chastisement
meted out by his father for his recklessness and disobedience.
In the event, the German occupation
provided the small provincial town
with its first taste of liberty, equality
and fraternity. Everyone, even a Jew
was treated as if he were a human being. Unheard of things like piped
water, a sewage system and schools
without quotas began to make their ap~
pearance. This was the Germany of
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Goethe and of Beethoven they had read
about, cancelled later for my father by
the Gemany of National Socialism.
However, the Russians eventually recaptured the place and brought back
their historic brands of suppression and
discrimination. At the peace settlement,
the area was passed to the Poles. They
reinforced Russian oppression. There
was no future for Jews in such an environment and a generation had arisen that
was not prepared to tolerate it. My father
followed his elder brothers to England...
I got out of the lift. The enormity
of the Russian enigma accompanied
me. As it permeated my Art Nouveau
bedroom, I felt as ambivalent, disillusioned and cynical as Tatiana. I felt

sadness, too, that my father had never
gone to St Petersburg .
Dr. Theres8I Turk is the daughter Of Polish
immigrants who settled in England. She be-

came a doctor, filrst in full-time general
practice and then in psychotherapy. She contributes regularly to MA:NNA and also writes
poems. a number Of which were recently pub/!.s*ed !.# f¢e Dybbuk of Delight.

Sir,

HE EDITORIAL IN THE
Autumn issue of MANNA
contains more mi sunderstandi ngs
than truisms. It refers to the Chief
Rabbi having "advanced a bold and

T

imaginative plan ..." That is patently
not so. The Chief Rabbi voiced a vision
of what he would like to see in the
community but never advanced a plan.

In fact it is now more than two years
after the initiative was first vented and
there still is no plan. There are wish
lists but no plans.
The editor uses the well-known soup
kitchen metaphor which is apt. The Al-

locations Board was created to give the
illusion that one can bypass pluralism
by inserting another body which in itself consists of smart people from
various denominations. To take the
soup kitchen metaphor one step further
it simply means one has inserted a
waiter of very good standing to dish
out a certain portion of the unacceptable soup to make it look more
presentable. The soup, however, is as
non-pluralistic and non-professional as
before. Nothing whatsoever has dealt
with the basic problem, ie uneatable
soup cooked up by unprofessional people calling themselves cooks.
`
In mid-article, the editor states that
"the critical task now is to continue the

reshaping of Jewish Continuity..." This

simply is not possible as the self-ap-

pointed owners and its handlers, the
Beit Din etc, simply will not allow it.
They finally admitted fully and frankly
that pluralism for them is not possible
as it is not allowed. Therefore a reshaping, other than further cosmetic
euphemisms, will not be possible. The
JIA unfortunately made a fundamental
error in teaming up with a known, selfdeclared non-pluralistic organization.
This has finally come to light and natu-

rally has created enomous problems
for the JIA as its members/funders are
of all religious and non-religious affiliations as well as secular and
unaffiliated. They clearly have no taste
for funding an Orthodox led self-declared, non-pluralistic organization.
I fully concur with the editor's wish
expressed in the final paragraph, that
Jewish Continuity ``is a visionary initiative of the utmost importance". In
fact I consider it the single most important issue in the whole Diaspora. It
therefore must not be allowed to be

subverted in favour of any denomination. I would oppose any such

programme anywhere in t.he world -if
the target is a pluralistic community to be dominated by any denomination.
The control must be across the board
and be pluralistic. The editor is spot on
in his second to last paragraph where
he says that such an endeavour must be
not only for the community but of and
by the community. He also rightly talks
about the paternalistic approach being
morally unacceptable.
Until the element of pluralism is settled, none of the fine suggestions made
by the editor can be considered. He
rightly asked for specialist knowledge,
genuine expertise in key areas such as
education, advice in management,
evaluation etc etc. None of this has
been done in an acceptable manner as
everything is controlled "in house"
with outsiders shunned for fear of finding something rotten.
What is the solution? Either reor-

ganize from the very start or start a
new, properly planned Continuity. If it
is to be a community effort, there is no
room at the top, other than in an advisory position, for the Beit Din/rabbis.
Just look at the successful models elsewhere in the world. There are,
fortunately, enough learned people
steeped in the knowledge of Judaica
available-mainlyoutsidetheUK-who
can cany these programmes forward
should some rabbonim decide that fro/cz4fej.c considerations forbid them to

participate in a pluralistic endeavour.
Felix Posen, £o#do# W18
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William Wolff

Women whose children have gone to
university are no longer eager for
something to do. They have been in
paid and ever more demanding jobs for
years.

The only way our synagogues can
now survive as reasonably efflcient
organisations is to be run by professionals.

Ai:#?eyo;:g:g:nagve:?.?-;e,s:T:Ia?ri;
that lapped around me after the gunning
down of Yitzhak Rabin.
The thoughtfulness came from the
mosque, from the churches - the vicar
of Brighton offered his sympathy to the
Jewish community over the microphone at the war memorial on
Remembrance Sunday. And then there
were all those 'phone calls from men
and women who said "You don't know
me but I just had to..."
They were all enomously kind and
moving. And they recognised instinctively that for the first time since the
Six Day War in 1967 the barriers between Israeli and Diaspora Jew were
flattened. With the exception of a small
section of ultra-Orthodoxy, we had become one mourning, world-wide
community.
What worries me is that the diverse
interests of Israel and the Diaspora
communities will, in the months to
come, when the shock wears off, assert
themselves more strongly than before.
With the rapid dilution of Jewish ethnicity in the two main reservoirs of
Diaspora Jewry - the United States and
the Former Soviet Union -will the 21 st
century ever again be able to recreate
the depth and width of Jewish unity
which we witnessed in that first week

of November?

#

And professionals of calibre do not
come cheap.

some pain and inconvenience? Or just
travelling?
Now that this fomi of Yiddish is being fused into BBC English, it cannot
be long before it climbs the ultimate
peak of the Queen's own dictionary
English.
Will Oxford's Yiddish department
then be merged into the University's
august faculty of English?

•`*lr

To pay for them our members will
have to cough up, say, half of what
they spend annually on family holidays.

Is that too high a price for the enjoyment and survival of their Judaism?

•`:t`.

Aln:!Ei,-siFfri;3¢;!T:;::thha:::s:pEj;
Ashkenazi tern meaning "thank you
and well done", which is being elbowed
out of Jewish life by .more grammatical
and less expressive idioms.
Sacks has now made clear to the
London Beit Din, which goes under the

name of Court of The Chief Rabbi,
who is the final boss. With that he
averted a boycott by United Synagogue
rabbis of the stimulating Limmud
conference of educators which has, for
the best part of two decades, prided
iself on spanning the whole of AngloJewry.
In "A Personal Journey", the moving
last chapter of his latest book Comm##z.fy o/Fcrz.£fe, Sacks talks of "extending
the boundaries of belonging."
By his dramatic action, he guards its
existing borders.
And defends the vitality of AngloJewry.

o¥::a¥eropaosd¥ae¥s:i¥:As¥xD:

nameless rabbi of my synagogue. It let
slip that a grand alliance of bodies are
launching a new campaign to feed,
materiallyandspiritually,thell/2million
Jews in Russia, the Ukraine and the 21
or so other lands once clamped together
in the Soviet Union.
That is a cause as vital as it is. difficult to sell to the bulk of Anglo-Jewry.
So with it came a curt request to talk
about it during my sermon on the day
before Hanukkah.
Guess what I did talk about that day?
The more so, as I could not believe my
luck when a three-page sermon outline
was next to drop on to my desk. That
gave me my absolution.
Even though it is a basic fact of
Anglo-Jewish life that no rabbi can ever
think of anything compelling to say
from the pulpit.
It is even more widely accepted that,
especially in the benighted provinces,
we are totally incapable of stringing
two words, let alone two sentences,
together in any meaningful sequence.
That is absolutely beyond dispute.
And maybe also just a trifle arrogant?

iT*.
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The battalion of volunteers who used
to fetch, cany, cook and run everything
from succah teas to grand bazaars and
do the hospital and house-bound visiting as well, are vanishing into their rest
homes and their graves.
And for the first time in the history
of communal work, successors are nowhere.
The reason is that the great leisure
explosion which our sociologists were
prondsing us a decade or two ago, has
tuned into one more crystal ball fiasco.
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of our

mohalim a,Ie

PAINFULLY
slipping intoIthe
NOTE
habit ofTHAT
putting
pleasure as I heard Libby

MY EARS
Purves,
BLUSHED
the BBC chat
WITH
show
hostess, talk about "shlepping around
Thailand".
With that she was giving my tender
ego such a welcome boost.
For I knew what she was talking
about while the rest of that dwindling
band of Radio 4 listeners surely did not.
But did Libby herself know? Did she
check in a German dictionary and find
it meant carrying a heavy load?
Or did an Anglo-American-Yiddish
expert tell her it means travelling with

off circumcisions by two, four or more
days beyond the eighth. And their reasons are not medical.

ShouldtheperformanceofJudalsm's
oldest - and according to the Codes
most important - commandment, punctiliously carried out at the prescribed
time for some 4,000 years, now be allowed to slide for no better cause than
ease and convenience? .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z.s "j.#i.s/er a/ffee
Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He
was a Fleet Street journalist before he went to
train at Leo Baeck College.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
The Manor HOuse Society is an ambitious cultural
venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range of Jewish cultural
and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of
a large audience. Regular activities include concerts,

debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and lectures.
Membership of the Society

grounds and tennis courts.
Membership also brings
advance information about
events, priority booking and
ticket discounts and automatic

gives easy access to the
many amenities of the
Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish
centre in Europe. These
facilities include a bookshop,
library, cafeteria, extensive

Subscriptions are modest. The
rates for 1995 are:
Single membership

£20.50

Family membership

£32.50

Senior citizen/
student single

£16.75

Senior citizen-family

£23.75

Existing subscribers to MAMA
may deduct the unexpired
portion of their subscription
from the Manor House Society
subscription.

subscription to MAMA.
Membership can be on either

Details and application forms
from Pain Lewis at the

an individual or family basis.

Sternberg Centre

MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY FOFiTHCOMING EVENTS
Continuing until 21st January 1996

Photographs by Valerie Chazan
A tribute to the late Yitzhak Rabin: the Peoples of Israel, Gaza and Jordan

21st January 1996 -8.00pm
"The Dybbuk of Delight": an anthology of Jewish Women's Poetry,
edited by Sonja Lyndon and Sylvia Paskin, with readings by
Janet Berensen-Perkins, Lynette Craig, Buth Fainlight, Elaine Feinstein, Lotte Kramer,
Rabbi Elizabeth Sarah and Michelene Wandor

29th January -15th March
Barbara Jackson -Works on Paper
25th February 1996 -7.30pm
Chamber Music and the Jewish Connection
The Schidlof Quartet play Beethoven, Shostakovich, Horovitz and Mozart
in the presence of composer Joseph Horovitz

24th March 1996 -8.00pm
KONIN: A Quest -Theo Bichmond, author of this highly acclaimed book,
talks about his search for a shtetl and a vanished world
LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays, 1.15pm

Spring 1996 Series: 11 and 25 January, 8 and 22 February, 7 and 21 March

APT COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from 9th January -12th March 1996
Tuesdays 10.00am - 12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

S.T.AR.S
Manor House Society Newly Created Drama Centre
Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops, play writing and theatre outings
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